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EDA Grant is Mock Election Shows
Emberton As Winner
Announced For
Promotion Group

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

ITE

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, August 31, 1971

Louisville ( UPI)—Republican
Gubernatorial candidate Tom
Emberton was the winner in two
^
mock governor's elections held
The Economic Development
among Kentuckians attending
Adrnin4tration today announced
the recent Kentucky State Fair.
grant will be used to finance a
tucky's Western Waterland. The Emberton was apparently
Hardly seems possible but
grant will be used to financce a popular among both the young
today is the last day of August,
feasibility study for a major and old.
which presages the advent of fall
tourist attraction in Western
more vividly that most anything
He gathered 2483 votes in an
Kentucky.
else.
election conducted by "youth
In announcing the allocation of
counts", to 2431 for his
technical assistance funds
democratic opponent, Lto Gov
KWW,Mideastern Region E-D-A
Congratulations to Mr. Toy
Wendell Ford.
"we
said,
Choate
Pat
Director
and
Wiltams on his 24 inch Okra
will
project
this
are hopeful that
also on his birthday which comes
Independent A.B.Happy)
provide technical and economic Chandler polled 259 and
up the llth of September.
guidance that will be useful in American Party candidate
expanding employment and William Smith 248.
Have you noticed the increase
'Continued on Page Eight)
in traffic all of a sudden?
The Kentucky Association of
University gets underway this
Older Persons also announced
week and hopefully we'll have
that the GOP hopeful finished
more students this year than last.
first in their election. Emberton
and
Grogan
Jarry
Mrs.
and
Mr.
family,
Tha Grogan
The summer enrollment was
gained more than 50 per cent of
that Mr. Grogan is
the total votes cast, to 38 per cent
larger than usual so may be the son Eric, are celebrating the news
regular fall term will see more the new area manager for Nasco's fund-raising division.
for Ford, seven per cent for
JULIAN CARROLL,Demeceatie nominee for lieutenant governor of Kentucky, was in Murray on
enrolled.
Chandler and four per cent for
at a rally at the Calloway County Court house. He is pictured talking *formally with
Monday
Smith.
Calloway
All residents of
students at Murray State University. During the afternoon he toured the downtown area, visited
offices in the courthouse, and the Tappan Stove Plant.
County may obtain answers to
If you have not been to the
and
inoperation
on
hardly
questions
you'll
lately,
ourt house
terpretation of the Presidential
The
gnize the interior.
order of August 15 on prices,
various offices have been comrents, wages and salaries from
pletely remodeled, panelled and
Mrs. Suzanne Keeslar, inAgricultural Dr. Arvin D. Crafton, associate
updated considerably.
I Editor's note: The following structor of French in the the talloway County
professor of education at Murray The Murray Neighborhood Girl
Conservation
and
Stabilization
19th
August
the
in
appeared
story
of
Romance Service(ASCS) Office, according State University, is one of 32 Scouts' leaders meeting will be
Department
at
of The Times
issue
at Murray State to 011ie C. Hall, Chairman of the educators from across the held on Thursday, September 2, Warning that "the life of the
As County Judge Robert 0. Springfield, Tenn., concerning a Languages
recently returned County ASC Committee.
has
University
country attending a two-week at nine .a.m. at the Girls Scout Democratic Party in Kentucky is
Miller pointed out recently, the former Murray family, Mr. and
of cabin.
sabbatical trip to
on the block this year," Julian
County ASCS Office throughout seminar on new methods
court has paid out considerably Mrs. Jerry Grogan and son. from a summer
Mrs. Keeslar was the United States have been science instruction at East All leaders are urged to attend, Carroll urged Calloway County
France.
Paris,
in
months
recent
in
over $10,000
Eric. Their parents are Mr. and enrolled for four weeks at The
Central State College in Ada, according to Mrs. Bailey Gore, Democrats Monday night to join
Thefts from cars at the Carroll
Continued on Page Eight) Mrs. Dewey Grogan and Mr. and Sorbonne, University of Paris, chosen as informatiotk centers to
hands for the Nov. 2 election.
Okla.
all
Neighborhood chairman.
from
questions
answer
Volkswagen, Inc., on Chestnut
of
all
Murray.)
Polly,
Mrs. W. L.
180
100
a
than
than
was
presented
more
more
to
where she
Speaking
citizens on President Nixon's Chosen from
Free Siamese
Street were reported to the
Jerry Grogan, a native of
"C,ertificat de langue francaise" Executive Order which is applicants, the participants—all
people in the circuit courtroom at Murray Police Department on
A free Siamese cat to the right Murray, Ky., has been appointed
Now You Knew
upon the completion of her designed to stem inflation and education methods specialists—
the Calloway County courthouse, Monday at six p.m.
person. Cat is year old, male. as an area manager of the Nasco
and analyzing By United Press International the Democratic nominee for
examining
studies.
are
economy.
national
the
strengthen
free
two
black kittens Fund Raising division at Nasco,
Plug wires and the distributor
Also have
and George Washington wore size lieutenant governor capped a full
The Calloway County ASCS various methods, techniques
cap were stolen from a 1967
to give away. Call 7.53-8655.
Inc., Bill Cook, Nasco president She then spent two weeks living
implementing 13 boots.
day of campaigning in Murray Camero, stereo tape player from
Office is receiving official an- materials used in
announced.
in downtown Paris in the Saint- swers to questions concerning the the inquiry approach to science
nd Calloway County with his the 1968 Chevrolet convertible,
as
Grogan has been with Nasco
Germain-des-Pres district President's action, and any education.
for unity.
appeal
and an A.M. and F.M. radio from
a sales representative since gathering material for her course
He told the crowd gathered for the
The inquiry method involves
who
1967 Volkswagen wagon.
August, 1968, and as of June of in French Civilization, to be of- person in Calloway County
experiences
actual
of
in
meeting
mass
children
county
first
the
inaccording to the police report.
this year, has been functioning in fered during the fall semester at wants or needs precise
own
their
to
them
Democrats for the general
Considerable cloudiness the area manager's position.
formation should get in touch that lead
Tommy Carroll of the business
election campaign that another
through Wednesday with widely Jerry was recently honored as Murray State. The trip was with the County Office, Mr Hall "scientific discoveries" rather
said ttle thefts were from cars
traditional
Study
the
on
Foreign
the
by
the
relying
at
planned
than
victory
over
Republican
scattered thundershowers
parked on the front line at Carroll
Top Spring Manager of the League,of Salt Lake City, Utah, a said.
emphasizing
statewide level will change the Volkswagen, Inc., and iFcurred
the state but least likely nor- division.
The Calloway County ASCS textbook approach
division of Transamerica Cor- Office is located at 208-17 South rote memorization of "facts."
picture for Democratic county sometime between 5:
theast portion. Minor temp.m.
Prior to a position with Nasco
Funded by the National Science
officials who have been running Sunday and seven .m. on
perature changes through he was employed with the TVA poration
Fourth Street in the Swann
includes
seminar
the
without any Republican op- Monday.
Wednesday with highs Tuesday and I3usiness Men's Assurance
Grocery Building. Thcmailing Foundation,
Mrs. Keeslar, her husband Joe, address is P.O. Box 508, Murray, a full program of social events for
position.
and Wednesday in the upper 706 Company, both in Kentucky.
Miss Susan James of 1105 Olive
and their families as
nd sons Kurt and Carl, reside on
"One more taste of victory for Street, Murray, reported that ten
to upper 8(3s. Lows tonight in the
Kentucky. The telephone number participants
For five summers, he was a the Benton Highway.
classroom
ng
day-lo
as
well
(Continued on Page Fight I
60s.
is 753-1781. In charge of the office
dollars in pennies, a ballpoint
representative with the Southsessions. Dr. Donald Stafford
pen, and jewelry valued at $15.00
CITED
TWO
western Company.
and Dr. Donald Kellogg, both
(Continued on Page Fightl
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
were taken from her suitcase
Jerry is a graduate of Murray
FIREMEN
CALLED
Central
East
the
of
members
Outlook,
The Extended
while
were cited by the somewhere enroute
persons
College High School and received
Two
The Murray Fire Department
KITTENS
FREE
faculty, are the workshop
Tueslay through Saturday, a basketball scholarship to was
Murray Police Department traveling from Washington, D.C.,
to the home of Mrs.
called
directors.
predicts decreasing cloudiness Murray State University where
yesterday and last night. They to Murray by bus, according to
Georgia Wear, 317 South 13th St, Two gray female kittens about
Crafton, who has been on the
Thursday with showers ending. he majored in Business Adwere one for driving while in- the report filed with the Murray
on Saturday at 5:45 p.m. two months old are free as pets. faculty at Murray State since
Murray,
Partly cloudy Friday and ministration.
and no operator's Police Depament at 7:50 p.m.
toxicated
CO2 was used to extinguish the Also one black and white kitten
1966, was accompained to the
Saturday with change of showers
p.m. Monday and Monday. When she arrived here,
113:12
at
Jerry's wife, the former Sheila flames on the one story frame which was found near University
license
Oklahoma campus by his wife
north portion Saturday. Highs in
driving while intoxicated she said the suitcase had been
for
one
Polly, is a graduate of MSU house, The firemen were back at School. If interested please call
children,
Martha and their two
mid and upper 80s with lows in
Dr. Arvin D. Crafts*
at 12:58 a.m. today (Tuesday). broken open and the items stolen.
the station by 6:15 p.m.
753-5620.
Doug and Shari.
(continued on Page Eight)
lower 60s.

Grogan Family
Now Residing
In Springfield

Mrs. Keesler Back
From Study At
The Sorbonne

ASCS Office Has
Answers On
Price Freeze

Dr. Crafton At
Neighborhood Girl
r
Semina
s
Method
Scout Leaders Meet

Democratic Unity Urged
By Carroll In Rally Here
Thefts Occur
On Cars Here

The Weather
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Older people are likely to advise youth to live and
?Assam, but they forget to lift a corner of their own
;curtain of experience so that youth can look ahead to
!see that by the time they've learned, it is too late to
live.
"It matters not how long
you live, but how well."
—Publilius Syrus
in "Sententlae"

Bible Thoughtfor Today
We their worm dieth not, and the fire is not "leeched.—
kCillerk 9144.
Marsary ketwoal; we cannot escape it, so let us make amends
:i)for our wring deeds.

SOUTH HAS MOST TREE FARMERS

*.•

Almost two-thirds of America's Tree Farms are in the
South. Of the 33 thousand certified tree farmers in the U.S.,
more than 19 thousand tree farmers own forest land in the
thirteen Southern states.
e
t•
665,

A tree farmer is a private landowner who has agreed to
practice scientific management on his land by enrolling his
property in the nationwide. forest-industry-sponsored
American Tree Farm System.

Besides growing repeated harvests of wood, tree farmers
•7
6,. manage their land to aho provide recreational .opportunities,
supply soil and watershed protection, offer wildlife habitat
and browse, provide natural beauty, and supply clean, fresh air
t: in the never-ending battle against pollution

E

Nationwide, more than 72 million acres arc enrolled in the
Tree Farm program. Of that acreage 45 mutton acres of Tree
Farm forest land are located iii the South

THE DRUNK DRIVER

Half of car crash deaths
laid to tipsy motorists
Editor's Note: The social
thinker in America is the cause
of more trouble than he
realizes. This is the first of
three articles dealing wtth the
many problems of controlling
the drunk driver.
By JOAN MURARO
Copley News Service
More than 50,000 persons die
in traffic accidents every year
in this country. At least half the
accidents are caused by drunk
(hiving.
The old slogan, "If you drink,
don't drive," has had little
effect.
Drinking is so widespread
and socially acceptable that the
warning
is
considered
unrealistic. Authorities and
organizations like the National
Safety Council realize that
millions of Americans —
"social drinkers" — drink
moderately and drive safely.
So the caution now reads: "If
you do drink, know your
limits."
The body loses alcohol at a
pretty predictable rate of
roughly an ounce an hour. If
you have only one drink containing one °mice of alcohol, or
one 12-ounce bottle of beer, in
an hour you'll just about
maintain the status quo. As you
increase your alcoholic intake
in that hour, you start building
up alcohol in the blood faster
than you can handle it.
Typically, a small percentage of this backlog is
eliminated directly, but most of
it will be converted at a set,
constant
rate,
through
oxidation in the liver. The
alcohol is changed in the liver
to acetaldehyde to acetic acid
la carbon dioxide and water.
ileasing you can do will change
Ow rate at which your personal
asatabobarn deals with the
pntiem

Things are less predictable
when it comes to how a given
drink will affect a given
drinker at a given time.
If the drinking driver is tired,
worried about his job, upset
from a fight with his wife, or
comfortably digesting a large,
rich meal —
these things
will affect the rate at which the
alcohol will be absorbed into
his blood. Absorption of the
alcohol is the first step along
the metabolic highway leading
to the driver's train where it
influences his behavior in
varying ways, right up to the
point where it determines if he
lives or dies — or if you do.'
How much the drinker
weighs has a definite effect on
how fast the alcohol he drinks
will be absorbed.
Tables have been drawn up to
show how much time should
elapse between taking a drink
and taking to the road. The
time increases according to the
amount drunk, but the more a
person weighs the sooner he
can drive.
For example, a 100-pound
person taking two drinks(oil
ounces each I should wait 3'2
hours. After four drinks he
should wait 611 hours.
A 1100-pound person could
take three drinks and still drive
without waiting, but if he takes
four drinks, he should wait half
an hour. For five drinks he
should wait two hours, and so
on.
Like the old joke about
pregnancy, there's no such
thing as being a little intoxicated, at least for anyone
driving an automobile. The
greater the degree of intoxication, the greater the
chance of an accident, but even
one drink will affect the
driver's reactions in the
critical areas of judgment and
reaction time.
Many of those drinkers who
drive and die are victims of

widespread
fatal
some
fallacies about alcohol.
Example: Joe insists he can't
be drunk because he was only
drinking beer. Sam insists he
can't be drunk because
everybody knows he can really
hold his liquor arid it never
affects him.
Aunt Nellie is highly offended
at the suggestion she is intoxicated just because she had
a few glasses of wine at dinner
time or a few glasses of sherry
at tea time. Everybody
"knows" Skid Row drunks
living on cheap muscatel are
"winos," but little old ladies
sipping sherry are merely
civilized, social drinkers.
The truth is that alcohol is
alcohol. You CAN get drunk on
beer; you CAN get drunk on
table wines; you CANNOT
imbibe alcohol without being
affected, even if you've had so
much practice that you can, by
enormous effort, appear to be
behaving normally.
It isn't true that alcohol won't
affect you as much if you have
it in tall drinks over lots of ice.
The drinker who downs three
tall iced drinks in an hour gets
just as much alcohol in his
blood as the drinker who downs
three straight shots in an hour,
all other things being equal.
Neither is it true that hot
coffee, chicken soup or cold
showers will sober you up.
Feed a drunk a quart of hot
coffee, give him an ice-cold
shower and, police say, all
you've got is a wide-awake
drunk.
Since the body absorbs
alcohol at a set rate, physical
exercise won't help either.
Running around the block
won't sober you up any faster;
it may make ydia thirsty for
another drink.
Next: Drinking and traffic
safely.
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Teachers May
3et Pay Hike
Frankfort, Ky.—{UPI)—It now
appears that Kentucky's 32,000
school teachers may 'r receive
their scheduled pay raises this
fall, including the $100 a year pay
hike approved by the 1970
legislature.
James Melton, State Assistant
Superintendent for Finance, said
today that he was preparing a
new memorandum to go to
school superintendent across the
state notifying them of the
change in ruling.
The Office of Emergency
Preparedness (OEP), a Federal
office handling qualifications of
President Nixon's wage-price
freeze, ruled during the weekend
that teachers may receive a raise
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pie Almanac
By UMW Press International
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 31,
the 243rd day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
stars are
morning
The
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Virgo.
American
writer
William
Saroyan was.bornAug. 31, 1909.
On this day in history:
In 1866 the first major
earthquake recorded in the
United States killed 41 persons In everyone's life there's a
at Charleston, S.C.
In 1954 Hurricane Carol
A Robert Mulligan/Richard A Rote
lashed the New England Coast,
P r°cluetion
killing 68 persons and causing
damage estimated at MOO JENNIFER O'NEILL • GARY GRIMES
JERRY HOUSER • OLIVER CONANT
million.
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In 1969 the military took over
Lwow. So...'
the government of Brazil after
that nation's president suffered
a stroke.
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—Their relfnective boards
approved and adopted a 1971-72
salary schdeuled before Aug. 15
and
—At least one employe has
received a paycheck under the
A thought for today: Amerinew schedule
the can author William Saroyan * New Price Policy *
Melton earlier notified
superintendents that teachers said, "If you give to a thief be Re4ulat
who had not begun work by Aug. cannot steal from you, and be dmission
16 would not receive scheduled is then no longer a thief."
pay hike;
ENDS TONITE LR_
J. M. Dodsotitecutive
"
THE
HUNTING PARTY"
Secretary of the'uKentucky
Education Association (KEA),
STARTS TOMORROW
announcing during the weekend
that virtually all Kentucky school
A
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teachers would get their
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raises.
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Dodson said since most School
Government his introduced
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Superintendents across that state
heavier drug penalties under
-month
schedules,
12
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are
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which
the teachers would qualify for the according to the weight of
raises because of the superin- drugsfound in their possession.
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tendents check before the wageAn 'ounce of marijuana will
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price freeze.
cost a fine of $660. A gram of
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Melton said it was impossibli LSD or heroine will cost OS.
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Cons get training
as deep sea divers

I, Red Sky At •
state • Morning (GP)*
being

Prisoners at Chino
prison, California, are
trained as deep sea divers, in
an' experiment aided by a
fedff, al government grant of
$82,500.
Officials believe diving is a
better preparation for freedom
than making license plates or
mailbags. After qualifying and
completing their sentences the
divers will have plenty of job
offers at up to $340 a week.
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iazel, Master
Lives to be 70 years old will have
41
Thurman, 1209 Dogwood Dr., consumed 26 million gallons of
what they do off
Murray, Mrs. Aileen Leslie, Rt 8 water, 10.000 pounds of meat, 14
dutp, that14
Box 39, Murray, Lomon Carl tons of milk and cream, 9,000
prirate!
McDougal, Rt.6, Murray, Ralph pounds of wheat and used up
• STARTS TOMORROW •
Leon Nelson, 1200 Doran Road. 21,000 gallons of gasoline.
Murrell,
Dimples
Mrs.
Murray,
COMING THURS.,'
1509 Deyo St., Jackson, mien., Gets Eloise Thompson, Rt. 1, Box
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Phillips, Box 4Z1, Murray. Mrs. Cony Div.), Rt. 1,
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MARXIST PRESIDENT TOURS CHURCHES—On an official
visit to Ecuador, Salvador Allende (right), Marxist
president of Chile. meets Father Cirillo Pedroza, the
superior of the Franciscan Order, during a tour of •
churches in Quito.
(Radiophoto)
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SUPER CAMEL
A dromedary camel can run
across the lt desert sands at
about 10 rpiles an hour and can
travel aIfar as 100 miles in a
day;

itlt
i
IoaAt
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Isn't It The Truth!

Those beautiful carriages
from Champs Elyees will soon
join the scramble well known to
other city dwellers: Paris is to
have parking meters after all.
From Oct. 1 the existing
parking-disc system will be
replaced by an involved system
of mettprs, car parks with
timeclocks, and some free
parking.

WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

TUESDAY—AUGUST 31. 1971

Wilton Fort has been named as manager of the Economy Self
Service Grocery by Rudolph Thurman,owner of the firm.
Hunter Love attended the National Photographers of America
convention held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, August 26-29.
Sheriff Wayne Flora announced today that his office has begun
tax hills to every taxpayer in Calloway County.
Miss Hilda Dulaney left August 24 for New York City where she
••
• • a ship for Frankfurt, Germany, where she teaches
6 ••
She has been the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.P.
y of Murray, for the summer.

Parking meters will
line Parit boulevards

fOe
5

The Calloway County School System has 1999 enrolled in the
schools at Calloway High and the six elementary conters at Alin°,
Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New Concord.
The first part 1a two part series on the "Between the Rivers"
area which has been under discussion for the past weeks as a
probable site for a new recreation area is published today. It is
written by Dwain McIntosh of the Kentucky Department of Public
Information.
Coldwater was named for Earl Springs located about two miles
northeast of there, according to A.P. Slaughter who had been
given the information by his mother who died in 1917.
Mr. and Mrs. Keys Keel and son, Steve, have returned from a
week's vacation at Fort Worth, Texas.
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paved the way for a 64 tive year and break the
By FRED McMANE
Pittsburgh triumph, so incensed National League record of six
UPI Sports Writer
Tempers were flarin' and Phils' catcher Tim McCarver previously held by Max Carey.
Steve Renko allowed seven
fists were flyin' in the National that he was thrown out of the
League Monday night as the game for arguing too vehe- hits in 71-3 innings and aided
his own cause with a two-run
pressures and frustrations of mently.
When Roberto Clemente and homer in helping Montreal to
the pennant race began to
By Jane Brandon
Manny Sanguillen followed with its 10th victory in 13 games.
surface.
major singles to spark a three-run Bob Bailey also homered for
There
two
were
Saturday night was like old
1. Bill Myhan, 31
skirmishes on the field —one in inning, relief pithcer Billy the Expos while Glenn Beckert
home week at Keeling Super
2. Roy Rodgers, 115
Houston in a game between the Wilson was removed from the hit a homer for Chicago.
Stock Track, with cars going over
3. Rudy Collier, 12
Lee May hit his 37th homer
Astros and the Los Angeles game and as he was leaving the
the enbanicments, hitting light
4. Jerry English, 6
Dodgers and another in Phi- field he suddenly charged leading off the eighth inning to
poles and each other every other
5. Bill Keeling, 24Jr.
ladelphia in a contest between Steiner. It took several players give Cincinnati a victory in the
lap. With the races rained out
the Phillies and the Pittsburgh and a coach to restrain the first game, but Clarence Gaston
last week the drivers were ready
Pirates —which resulted in the angered hurler from beating on belted a two-run homer and a
to go, which proved to be an
the
ejection of three players and Steiner. Wilson faces possible run-scoring double in
exciting night for the audience.
1. Jesse Ladd, 77
nightcap to salvage a split for
the possible suspension of suspension for his actions.
2.Paul Hogue, 88
In the other NL games San Diego.
another.
Jesse Ladd 77, Reidland, was
3. Raymond Rodgers, 26
Fans at the Astrodome were Monday, St. Louis edged New
the big winner of the night as he
Anthony Peck, 42
treated to a real old-fashioned York, 3-2, Montreal beat
took the feature race by quite a
between the Astros Chicago, 6-2, and Cincinnati
donnybrook
margin. Jesse also took the third
5. Gary Richardson, 5
and the Dodgers. The incident, nipped San Diego, 2-1, in the
heat and was second top
which occurred in the first first game of a doubleheader
qualifier.
inning, was touched off by a then lost the nightcap, 4-3.
Cotton Glisson 34, Paducah,
fist-fight between Willie Craw- There were no games schetook the first heat and Bill Myhan
1. Jerry English, 6
ford of the Dodgers and catcher duled in the American League.
31, Paducah the second. Jerry
2, Roy Rodgers, 115
Jack Hiatt of the Astros, and Lou Brock scampered home
English 6, Benton, was the
3.
Johnny Allen, S9
ended up with both benches from third base with the tiewinner of the fourth heat.
4. Rudy Collier, 12
breaking run with two out in
Melvin
Woodford
HOLLYWOOD'S DOLL,owned by The Cherry's and shown by Talmadge Tint, was the blue ribbon emptying onto the field.
14Jr.,
5. Jerry White, 13
Crawford and Hiatt ex- the seventh inning on a wild
winner of the Fine Harness Pony Class last night at the Union City.. Horse Show. Tuft also won first
Paducah, was the top qualifier of
the night turning the three-eights
place in the Roadster Pony Class with his white pony, Mr. Kandn. Other winners from Murray were changed words at home plate pitch by Jerry Koosman at the
after Crawford had warned Ken Cardinals edged the Mets and
Bob Crawford and Carl Lockhart.
mile track at 22.25 seconds.
Forsch about throwing too close remained five games behind the
8. Jesse Ladd, 77
to his head, and the two men East Division-leading Pirates.
2. Jerry English, 6
then began swinging at each Steven Carlton went the
First Heat
3. Roy Rodgers, 115
distance for the Cardinals,
other.
4. Jerry White, 13
nine hits, to notch a
scattering
Pryor
Paul
stepped
Umpire
1. Cotton Glisson, 34
5. Johnny Allen, S9
between the two men to try and personal high of 18 victoriest
. 2. Junior Keeling 99
6. Rudy Collier, 12
stop them, but by the time he Brock stole two bases in the
3. Jerry White 13
7. Gary Richardson, 5
intervened both benches had game to climb over the 50
4. Raymond Ends, 21
8. Anthony Peck, 42
emptied and other players were mark for the seventh consecu5. Johnny Allen, S9
involved in the fracas. Among,
them were strongboys Richie
Allen of the lodgers and Doug
you get behind, they really three pre-season victories, he Rader of the Astros, who flailed
By HERB WEBER
said: "You have to look at who at random during the melee.
.
Phone 7511-1171
Minn. come at you."
BLOOMINGTON,
:
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
(UPI) — Minnesota Vikings They also have depth in the we've played. Boston finished When the fighting subsidied, I
year man last in their division last Year; both Crawford and Hiatt were
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Caret Be Had '
coach Bud Grant has often been defense with second
compared with the late Vince John Ward, a 6-4%, 259- San Diego was last in theirs; ejected from the game and
explained. Snell will undergo Lombardi of Green Bay. He pounder, at defensive end, and and the Bears were tied for last both had sustained minor
By United Press International
injuries. Allen, meanwhile,
examination in New York today may not have the flare that 13-year man Paul Dickson at in ours.
The season may have ended
stayed in the game and
for a complete diagnosis, which Lombardi had but he gets the left tackle, as well as Jerry
for the New York Jets this year
multi carry the fate of the Jets job done in his own way, and Patton, a 260 pound defensive "Sure, we've won all three collected three hits and two
before it started.
games and run up some big runs batted in while Crawford's
with it.
he is building a tackle from Nebraska.
• Their offense has been The Chiefs also may have like Lombardi,
With that kind of experience, scores, but you have to take replacement, Jim Lefibvre,
dynasty.
football
our record with a grain of knocked in what proved to.- be
reduced to popgun proportions suffered a major loss. Warren
Observers feel that the it may be tough for a rookie to
salt," Grant said. "Now if we the winning run with a single in
with the biggest weapons in McVea, their explosive scatthe
consensus
make
The
team.
Vikings have all it takes to go
their arsenal —quarterback Joe back, was taken to the hospital
seems to be that running back had done it against Kansas a 3-2 LOS Angeles victory.
season—talent,
this
way
the
all
City, Detroit and Baltimore, we "It's all right to rumble if
Nemeth and fullback Matt Snell for bruised ribs, and Otis
experience, desire and solid Leo Hayden of Ohio State, the
—spiked in exhibition games.
Vikings first round draft choice might have something to talk nobody gets hurt, especially
Taylor, who caught four passes coaching.
about."
Their hopes for a fast start for 128 yards, was taken out of
In addition, the Vikings have this year, may be the only one. He did add that the one- me," said Allen. "I like to see
during the preliminary skir- the game after the play on
feel
observers
And
Patton
it every now and then. I think it
a
has
first three pm-season
sidedness of the scores has was something we needed. We
*Mahe' have been dashed. The which he set up the winning won their
chance.
scores.
impressive
with
games
-unbeaten Kansas City Chiefs TD. Taylor's injury was diag"It's going to be awfully "given us a chance to take were falling back into a hole.
defeated the Jets 21-16 Monday nosed as a minor bruise, And Grant is in the enviable difficult for a rookie to make some fairly long looks at our We were worrying about the
having
of
too
position
perhaps
night, the New Yorkers' third however.
way we were playing. SomeWest Kentucky's Largest Trophy Manufacturer
far this team," Marshall said. "We rookies."
joss in four pre-season g,ames, X-rays also were scheduled much talent, especially as
About the injury picture, thing like this makes you forget
have 46 veterans back."
go.
quarterbacks
as
126 S. 6th Street - On The Square
the biggest loss by far was for Namath's replacement, Al
Hayden would add depth to Grant said: "It's been a very about the way you're playing
Woodall, for a possible fracture Gary Cuozzo, a 9-year veter- the running corps, which good summer. Bobby Bryant is and you relax after it's over."
11.
Mayfield, Ky. Phone 247-3981
. The bruising fullback seemed of the left hand. Woodall was 7- an who led the Vikings to a 12-2 includes veterans Bill Brown, the only regular we've lost. The incident at Philadelphia
and
record
Central
the
Division
an the ray to an amazing for-16 for 107 yards in the first
Dave Osborn, Oscar Reed and Look at' Chicago. They're occurred in the sixth inning and
&flyback this season after half before Bob Davis came in championship last year, has Clinton *les.
missing about seven good was triggered by a disputed
in
sharp
play.
looked
pre-season
&covering from a torn Achilles for the second half to complete
an
Denson,
Al
river
Wide
fourth ball call to Willie
Norm Snead, acquiree: from
tendon last year when he was four-for-11 for 40 yards with
eight-year 'veteran acquired in The Vikings have also been
rgell by plate umpire Mel
pre-season
Philadelphia
a
in
hit hard by Willie Lanier and two interceptions.
a trade, has looked good and able to keeR their contract
iner. The waft to Stargell,
Caesar Belser at the end of a With Kansas City quarter- trade, looked good in his cr. would add depth to that spot. Problems
hich loaded the bases and
five-yard gain. He limped from back Len Dawson being inter- starting assignment against Sai The Vikings also have veterans There are still several
the
when
Diego,
Vikings
won
of
boos
the
to
times
the field, and his right knee cepted four
Gene Washington, John Hender- unsigned players including
was swollen and packed with the hometown fans, the quarter- 34-7.
Washington and Zuozzo, who (Pappas 16-11 and Holtzman 9and Bob Grim returning.
son
This is to advise that City of Murray Taxes
And Bob Lee, who had a "bad
back who got the lone ovation
ice in the dressing room.
indicated he might play out 12) 2).
has
breaks
the
get
Vikings
the
If
showing
the
in
preViking
first
Nemeth,
was
evening
the
Andrew
Mc
or
0-5
of
"We don't know how serious
for 1970 are delinquent and the unpaid list
and have no injuries, they could his option. But, both were in New York
across the field on season game against New
it opened and have Ryan 9-11) at St. Louis(Reuss
when
camp
it is vet," a Jets spokesman hobbling
feel.
observers
way,
the
all
go
England, passed for 223 yards
12-12), mot.
crutches.
will be published on or about Sept 15, 1971.
and three touchdowns in the And Lee feels the Vikings been playing.
at
will take two things, to go San Diego (Roberts 11-14)
"It
to
the
luck
all
it
"need
make
Vikings 34-17 victory over the
After publishing, the list will be given to an
(Simpson 3-5), night.
all the way," Marshall said, Cincinnati
way.'
Chicago Bears.
(Alexander
5-4)
Angeles
Los
"first, an awful lot of good
attorney for collection.
Minnesota also has Bill Grant, as usual, isn't quite as
Houston (Cook 0-3), night.
football, and secondly, an awful atAtlanta
Cappleman, a second-year man certain.
San
at
6-4)
(Stone
This Notice does not apply to the current
lot of good luck. We have just
from Florida State.
Francisco (Perry 1340), night.
Talking about the Vikings about everything else."
Grant has tried all his
1971 taxes that are now payable at the office
quarterbacks, but won't make
Wednesday's Games
of the City Clerk, City Hall BLDG
any decisions yet.
Montreal at Chicago
"I'm still not going to say
Philadelphia at Pitts, night
anything definite about the
New Yoe& at St. Louis, night
By PAUL CORCORA N
quarterback situation," he said.
San Diego at Cincinnati, night
Copley News Service
"It's a comforting poisition to
Los Angeles at Houston, nigHt
be in to have to choose among
Atlanta at San Francisco
Games_
Wednesday's
and
school
high
played
Montgomery
Mike
where
Kansas,
, In
four competent qual,terbacks. By United Press International,
night
cities
California,
big
the
in
than
pace
slower
Oakland at
tvIlege football, life moves at a
But, I'll tell you this: it's a lot
American League
SEEWAGEN BEATS HOLM
Chicago at Minnesota, night
California, New York or Illinois.
better
having
than
pick
to
from
East
"People take longer to make up their minds," the San Diego none." Because of the
Kan City at Milwaukee, night NEW YORK (UPI) —Butch
of
loss
Pct.,
L
W.
'Charger rookie halfback from Kansas State explained, "but when
eveland at Detroit, ricei
Seewagen of New York beat
offensive guard Jim Vellone, Baltimore
81 47 '.63 ... Washington at New York
they do,it is pretty definite they will stick to their decision."
Nornam Hohns of New Canaan,
,4
who is ill with Hodgkins Detroit
71 60 .542 11 1 Baltimore at Boston. night
On the contrary, Charger head coach Sid Gilbman did not need
Conn. 5-7, 6-3, 6-0 Sunday, to
Disease,
the
have
144
'Vikings
had
.519
64
69
Boston
any length of time at all to size up Montgomery as an exceptional
the qualifying LOWcapture
to
try
to
the
bolster
offensive
17%
.496
New York
66 67
National League
pro prospect who could be in the starting backfield this fall:
next week's U.S.
for
nament
Washington, 55 77 .41728
East
"He can run, catch passes and block," said Gilman."He has a line.
Open Tennis championships.
Ed
the
White,
rookie
31
only
to
.394
guy
tough
80
a
be
to
going
is
He
GB
52
unspoiled.
Pct.
very
W. L.
good attitude and he is
Cleveland
make the Vikings in 1969,
West
80 56 .588 ...
to beat out in the backfield."
Pittsburgh
W. L. Pct. GB St. Louis
Montgomery,22, was drafted in the third round, but actually was moved into the starting role
74 60 .552 2 REDONDO BEATS DOWNS
WILMINGTON, Del.(UPI) —
84 47 647 .. Chicago
the second man chosen by San Diego (the- Chargers hat to and the Vikings acquired nine- Oakland
70 62 .530 8
surrender their second draft choice when they obtained Mike year-man Pete Perreault in a Kansas City 69 62 527 16 New York
66 65 .504 11% Write Redondo of National
trade to try to add depth to the Chicago
Garrett from Kansas City).
63 69 .477 221,4 PhIladeltilsia 57 75 .432 22 City, Calif., beat Barbara
"1 would have been highly disappointed if I had not gone fairly position, he is competing with California
63 71 .470 23% Montreal
56 74 .431 21 bowie; of Alamo, Calif., 6-0, 6-3
Sunday to win the US.
high in the draft,' said the 6-foot-2, 202-pound Montgomery.
Mike Lahood, acquired from St. Minnesota
59 71 454 254
West "
Montgomery, who has a quiet confidence in his ability but does Louis, and Doug Southerland, Milwaukee
In the beautify! Soabresze section of Daytona
56 75 .427 29
W. L. Pct, GB Women's Grass Court tennis
•
not show evidence of cockiness, was interviewed as he ate supper at for the spot.
Beset Fladis's year-cessid resort
Results
... championship.
Monday's
.582
56
78
Francisco
San
the Charger training camp at the University of California at Irvine.
pool.
oceansida,
Cornerback Bobby Bryant is (No games stlielluled
.swimming
King
•
heated
size
8
.5n
64
Los littigeles 70
As do most rookies, Montgomery is finding the pro game "a lot out with an injury, but is
patio
70 .67 .511 9% WIN SAILING LAURELS
Atlanta
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famoull
more involved" He also is running from a different position, since expected to be back during the Today's Probable Pitchers
KIEL, Germany (UPI) —
12%
.419
70
67
Qncizmati
Beach"
he was a fullback at Kansas State for two years.
at Houston •
season.
Oakland (Odom 9-9
• Air-conditioned. heated. Telephones
64 70 .47814 James M. Schoonmaker won
•'I like playing the position," he said.
John
and
Honors
Class
Star
Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
night.
than
Other
those
6-131.
•
losses,
the
California (Murphy
51 84 .37127%
San Diego
''l don't expect to block as much as a running back as I ,did in Vikings have everyone back,
• New color TV
DragonClass
captured
Marshall
at
7-91
(Morten
Chicago
Results
Monday's
at
was
I
as
Kansas
college, but I have been thrown short passes
• New game room
Including their highly-respected Minnesota (Kaat 10-11i, *M. Cincinnati 2 San Diego 1 (1st laurels Sunday during the
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf
State."
pre-Olympic
a
of
day
second
front
3-2)
Eller,
four—Carl
Alan
(Fitzmorri(
Kansas City
COUTStS
San Diego 4 Cincinnati 3 (2nd
The fact that Montgomery can catch a football as well as run with
• lai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
sailing meet in Kiel Bay.
it is one reason he has a good chance not only to make the team but Page, Gary Larson and Jim at Milwaukee (Lockwood 0-10),. St. Louis 3 New York 2
fishing
Marshall,
night.
Los Angeles 3 Houston 2
to see considerable service.
and
HOSPITAL
LEAVES
5-1
HEBNER
DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN
Pittsburgh 6 Philadelphia 4
At Kansas State, Montgomery srat a favorite target of quarAfter Chicago's loss to the Cleveland (Farmer
—
PITTSBURGH (UPI)
terback Lynn Dickey, one of the finest throwers in the game as a Vikings last Saturday, quarter- Colbert 3-2) at Detroit Cole- Montreal 6 Chicago 2
6-51 (2), (Only games scheduled)
Richie Helmer, third baseman
collegian, although hampered by injuries as a senior.
back Bobby Douglass of the man 14-8 and Niekro
of the Pittsburgh Pirates, will
Still, Montgomery caught 51 passes as a fullback ln 1970, most of Bears said the Vikings defense twi-night.
thetn shOrt, for 381 yards. The 1970 season was chappointing, was "much stronger" than last Washington (Bosman 10-13) Today's Probable Pitchers be released from Presbyterian
however. "We had 13 boys out at one point because of injuries,"
at New York (Kline 10-12),
Philadelphia (Lersch 4-12) at Hospital today end may resume
year
Montgomery recalled.
night.
Pittsburgh (Moose 9-7), night. light workouts with the team.
a
give
doesn't
defense
"The
,
16-6o at
A split end as a sophomore. the Dodge City, Kan., high school
Montreal (Morton 9-14 and Hebner was stricken with a
quarterback a chance to set up Baltimore (Palmer
product was moved to fullback as a junior. He rushed for 408 yards
than
more
infection
virus
chest
3601
233
N14
Vhicago
at
Strohmayer 5-5)
for the pass," he said. "When Boston (Peters 12-10), night
as a junior, and for 511 as a senior.
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Bud Grant May Be
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I:Good complexion hints
r Back to School days are
)soth exciting and worneome for all teenagers.
/sew friends. nes classes,
new activities create tensie:is which often disturb
sensitive skin. To maintain
a slimmer clear complexion
through a busy school year,
urge
experts
grooming
teens to fit just a few mmutes of skin care into every
.day's schedule
Proper cleansing is the
key twice a day is a must;
three times is better. A
special soap and a complexion brush give a once-overthoroughly to deep cleanse
:and stimulate the skin.

Washing in very warm water helps remove problemcausing surface oils. Follow
with a clear water nnse
and astringent lotion patted all over the face.
Grooming experts at Avon
recommend:
Special complexion aids.
cleansing grains and facial
mask. The grains help combat blackheads which
plague oily skin, should be
used twice a week with
careful attention to nose
and chin areas. The mask
acts to draw out deep pore
oils• and impurities, refreshes the skin and leaves it
glowing

cloudy lellY

Better vegetables

What mikes homematb
jelly cloudy? One reason
couid be that the jelly mixture was poured into glasses too slowly. Another
might be that the jelly mixtire was allowed to stand
before being poured. If the
jelly sets too fast the prole
:lem could be that your
•fruit was too green.

Did you know that the
vegetable crisper in your
refrigerator performs better d it is at least twothirds full? According to
U.S. Department of Agriculture specialists, vegetables will keep better if
they are put in plastic bap
before being pieced in the
crisper.

f

Golf widow asks
'for equal time
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: As a nonplaying member of a country
club, I very much resent women golfers who "borrow" my
husband for a game of golf. Some even ask me if I'mind."
I have decided from now on I will say, "I don't 'mind,'
providing you grant me equal time with your husband. We'll
start with a movie, followed by drinks such as you have with
my husband at the 19th hole."
Abby, don't say, "If you can't lick 'em, join 'em." I've
tried golf and it's not for me.
Please comment on this in your column. Many of my
friends who are also golf widows are as resentful as I am of
these gals who "borrow" our husbands for golf—and then
who knows what?
GOLF WIDOW
DEAR GOLF WIDOW: I took a survey and learned that
most men prefer to golf with men They also said in a mixed
foursome a man is more concerned with his swing, than with
"swinging"—and even tho there's a lot of talk, there's rarely
any follow-thin.
DEAR ABBY What does a girl need to be Well-liked
besides beauty, brains, personality, clothes, talent and
charm?
THE GIRL
DEAlikIRL Humility,
DEAR ABBY: I am the only offspring of parents who
are not rich, but are very comfortable. Fortunately my
husband has always been able to support me and our
daughter and we have never relied on my parents for
anything.
In the last few years my mother has been going down to
the Goodwill a couple of times a week. She wears garden
gloves to pick over the items as they come off the truck. She
doesn't look for antiques as many do, she looks for bargains
in clothing, not for herself, but to give to others as "gifts,"
which she passes off in boxes bearing the name of a high
class department store in town.
Last year she gave my 16-year-old daughter a pair of
rusty ice skates. [We live in Richmond, Va.. and aon't skate
here.]
She gave me a beat up straw purse and a badly snagged
sweater [four sizes too big] last Christmas.
For my birthday she gave me costume jewelry I had
been wen by a cousin when I was 10, but I gave to my
mother because I was too young for costume jewelry at the
time. s
My husband says she is just "stingy" I say it's a slap in
the face to us because she feels we don't deserve anything
PUZZLED
better *Mat is your analysis?
DEAR PUZZLED: I say she could be getting senile.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I attended a wedding
and reception and we brought along a wedding gift. They
received many gifts at the reception, none of which were
opened They were just piled up and carted off to be opened
later
A month later we received a nice note from the bride
thanking us for the lovely "ice bucket!"[We had given her a
breakfast cloth with six napkins.]
My husband says I should skip it. I say we should let her
know ahem the mix-up What do you say?
MARCIA AND MIKE
DEAR M AND M: Fin with you.

•
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It MP
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 197111, Las Audits. CallWM. For a personal reply disclose stamped. addressed
esvelope.
Far Abliky's booklet. -Hew to Have a Lovely Weddisig."
send Si Is Abby, Rex MN. Las Angeles. Cal. NOS
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Cantrell, and lira. Hollis
Roberts.
Assisting with serving at the
punch bowl were Mrs. Keith
Duane Isbell of
Hinton, Mrs. George Oakley, and
Route
Two are the
Mayfield
Shaw.
Tuesday,
August
George
31
Mrs.
The "Time Saving Gadget"
parents of a baby girl, Stacy
Mrs. G. M.Knight and Mrs. Bill
Renee, weighing seven pounds
Parisian played appropriate Sewing class will be taught at the
The children, grandchildren, seven ounces, born on Friday,
"elections on the piano during the Murray Extension Assembly
reception. The piano was flanked Room from ten a.m. to 12 noon. and great grandchildren of Mr. August 27, at 2:02 p.m. at the
and Mrs. Amos York held a Murray-Calloway County
by an arrangement of lavender
and purple asters with snapThe Lingerie Sewing Class and reunion at the home of Mr. and Hospital.
The new father is with the
dragons.
iemonstration will be taught by Mrs. Jessie Frizzell, Benton
After the reception the couple Mrs. Catherine Thompson at the Route Four, on Friday evening. printing services at Murray State
A potluck supper was served University.
left for a wedding trip to Hilton Murray Extension Assembly
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs
from the five tables placed on the
Head, South Carolina. The bride Room from l';30 to 3:30 p.m.
lawn.
Shelby Isbell of Mayfield and Mr.
chose for traveling a gold and
The fifteen children of Mr. and and Mrs. Coley Jackson of
black linen ensemble with a gold
The executive board of the
Mrs. York and their husbands Sedalia. Great grandparents are
and green neck scarf. Her acWomen's Society of Christian
reesories were also black.
and wives present were Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Lsbell of
Service of the First United
Mrs. James York, Mr. and Mrs. Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan are now at Methodist Church will meet
at
511 Quail's Run,
Paul York, Mr. and Mrs. Euke
borne at
the home of Mrs. William Britton,
Conner, Mr. and Mrs. Reece
Apartment C-4, Louisville, Ky.
201 South 3rd Street, at 9:30 a.m.
York, Mr. and Mrs. Irvan
Mr. Bryan is a market analyst for
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. John Ed
Jessica Eileen is the name
Celanese Coatings Company.
reduesday, September 1
Barnes, Mr. and Mrs. Myra York, chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Out of town guests were Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy York, Mr. and Brackley of 1844 West Olive
and Mrs. Willard Collins,
Lebanon, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. The Administrative Board of Mrs. Donald York, Mr. and Mrs. Murray, for their baby girl,
Lester Wilburn, Nashville, the _First United Methodist Jessie Frirsell, Mr. and Mrs. weighing seven pounds twelve
Tenn.; Miss Ada Kasper,Tampa, Church will have its dinner Holland York, Mr. and Mrs. ounces, born on Friday, August
Fla.; Mrs. Gant Gaither, Mon- meeting at the Social Hall at 6:30 Edward York, Mr. and Mrs. V, at 8:45 p.m. at the MurrayKenneth Todd, Mr. and Mrs Calloway County Hospitei.
terey, Calif.; Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Bobby Joe York, and Mrs
Farman, For% Wayne, In.; Mr.
The new father is a sent at
Murray State University.
and Mrs. Bremer,St. Louis, Mo.; The ladies luncheon will be Molene Rudd.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Hugo Hartznans, Renault, Ill.; served at 12:15 p.m. at the Oaks Grandchildren present were
Jim Gaines, Carmi, Ill.; Mr. and Country Club with Sue McDougal Mrs. O'Neal Burgess, Mr. and Dean Brackley of Ellicott City,
Mrs. Bill Hogan, Lexington; and Toopie Thomas chairmen of Mrs. Jimmy O'Bryan, Mr. and Md., and Mr. and Mrs. William
Merrell Davis, Fulton; Ron the hostesses including Charlotte Mrs. Dean York, Mr. and Mrs. Donovan of Troy, N.Y.
Boucher, Miss Jan Hilton, Mr. Sturm, Dorothy Nanny, Jackie Brent York, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
and Mrs. James Glouster, Mike Waterfiekl, Dorothea Kane, Jane Conner, Mr. and Mrs. John Ed
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Walston, Jr.,
Phillips, Scott Kochenrath, Miss Taylor, Margaret Greenfield, York, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Morgan, Kay Morton, Scott, Tom, and JW of Murray Route Two announce
Nancy Shuff, Mrs. Sherry Marguerite
(Billy Mitchell photo)
Maharrey, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Outland, Julie Bell, Beauton Rudd, Mike, Sherry, Katie, and the birth of a baby girl, Heather
Mr. and Mrs. Wil ham Hogan Bryan
Kenneth Fizzell, Jane, Dennis, Dawn, weighing eight pounds
Cherry, Doug Byrd, Mrs. John Brandon, and Oneida Boyd.
and Glenda Barnes, Larry and three ounces, born on Friday,
Paul Brownfield, and Mrs.
Miss Linda Lou Brownfiek sister of the bride, was the maid Frances Williams, all of
Jackie Conner, Pamela, Mitzi, August 27, at 7:30 p.m. at the
The Cherry Corner Baptist
became the bride of Milian. of honor. She was attired in a Louisville.
Keith, Kerry,and Carolina Todd, Murray-Calloway Hospital.
Hogan Bryan on Saturday floor length gown of lilac Also out of town guests were G. Church PAIS will meet at the Brenda, Joe, Ricky, Randy, The new father is associated
• David, Jerry,
August 7, in the sanctuary of the polyanza in a soft "A" line skirt M. Knight of Hammond, Ind.; church at 7:30 p.m. .
Ronda, Bobby, with his father in the used car
First Baptist Church, Murray silhouette. The bodice, with "V" Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jackson, Mrs.
Jeff, Tresa, Lisa, Johnny, Gina, business.
Rev. Carroll Owen of Paris. neck framed by a frill caught by Bernard Biggins, Mrs. Clovis
Ftichie, Randy, Tina, Donna, Grandparents are Mr. sand
Term., performed the double ring purple satin buttons, was Aden, Mrs. Bob Scruggs, Mr. and The Faxon Mothers ChM will Terry, Denny, and Susie York. Mrs. Rob Walston, Sr., of Murray
meet
at
the
Faxon
School
at
1:30
ceremony at four o'clock in the fashioned with long sleeves Mrs. Charles Burns, all of Paris,
Mr. and Mrs. Amos York also Route Two and Mrs. Ludwigg
p.m.
belled at the wrist by a double Tenn.; Mrs.
afternoon.
had several great grandchildren Haach of Giessen, Germany.
Ed Sneed,
The bride is the eldest daughter flounce; and raised
waistline Clarksville, Term.; Max Norwith them for the occasion
Paternal grandparents are Mr.
Thursday, September 2
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield, circled by a purple satin belt. The thern, Chattanooga, Tenn.;
making a total of one hundred and Mrs. Virgil Walston of
Johnny Robertson Road, Murray, head dress was a glamorous Misses Virginia and Elizabeth The Garden Department of the and three persons present.
Murray Route Two and Mr. and
and the groom is the eldest son of purple textured straw garden hat Beeler, Elizabethtown; Mr. and Murray Woman's Club will meet
Mrs. Hercy Hopkins of Alma.
Mrs. Felix Bryan and the late accented with purple satin rib- Mrs. Robert Goebel, Owensboro; at the club house at 1:30 p.m. with
The maternal great grandMr. Bryan of Fort Lauderdale, bon. She carried a purple wicker Dr. and Mrs. William Jenkins, Mrs. Lenvel Yates in charge of
mothers live in East Germany
basket filled wit# summer Bowling Green; James Drexler, the program. Hostesses are
Florida.
and Poland.
The church was decorated with flowers and tied up -With purple Memphis, Term.; Mrs. James A. Mesdames John J. Livesay,
six large cathedral candles on satin ribbon.
Polk, Miss Pauline Bryan, Lenvel Yates, L.W. Paschall,
Draperies
gold candelabra. Two large white Identically attired, the other dharlie Burwell,- William Bryan, Freed Gotham, Harold Douglas,
pedestals holding white Grecian attendants were Mrs. James Hopkinsville; J. B. Boyd, Mrs. and J.B. Wilson. New names will
Draperies and bedurns were filled with purple Drexler, and Mrs. Ed West ot Stanton Porter, Allensville; Mrs. be tabled. Old members should
Miss Delilah Joy Swann will spreads are essentials but
asters, purple stabs, lavender Memphis, Tenn., and Miss Judy Lester Lannorn, Bill Surnnner, be present to introduce their become the bride of Larry Paul they needn't be dull. InSanta Barbara on Saturday, stead of buying the usual,
starburst palms, agapantha, and Davidson of Clinton. The flower Robert Dorris, Mr. and Mrs. sponsored new members.
shop the linen departments.
September 4, at four o'clock in
baby's breath.A center table was girl, attired identically, was Miss Thad Northington, Guthrie; Mrs.
decorated with a bouquet of the Pam Brownfield of Louisville,
rles Glascock and Tracy, The Women of the Moose will the afternoon'at the Memorial for colorbright striped and
same and white Grecian urns cousin of the bride.
printed sheets, no-iron, of
Baptist Church.
renton; Mrs. Robert Lee,
ha
course. Don't be shy. Keep
filled with jade banked the altar. Felix itryari of Fort Lauder- ouston, Texas; Mr. and Mrs. have their chapter night program
Bro. John Dale will officiate at
p.m.
at
at
eight
the
Lodge
Hall.
in mind that today's look is
A single gold candelabra with the dale, Fla., brother of the groom, Frank Gonzalees, Calvert City;
the wedding.
This will be enrollment night and
color-plus-pattern. If you're
surple and lavender flowers was served as Mr. Bryan's best man. Mrs. Owen Funk, Louisville,
• Miss
Swann
is
the
only
lall officers are asked to wear
handy with scissors and
The groomsmen and ushers were
slimed in the baptistry.
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Rehearsal Dinner
formals.
tape, try making curtains
The aisles of the church were Owen Funk of Louisville, Robert Mrs. Felix Bryan, mother of
Lynn $wann of Murray. The
and spreads from lightmarked with candelabra of Lee of Houston, Texas, and Les the groom, was hostess for the
groom-elect is the son of Mr. and
weight plastic vinyl, again 1
Saturday,
September
4
burning white tapers surrounded Fowler of Beaufort, S. C.
Mrs. Paul J. Santa Barbara, thinking of color.
rehearsal dinner held on Friday
by jade and tied with white satin The mother of the bride chose evening, August 6, at the Murray
Schenectady, New York.
A gospel singing will be held at All friends and relatives of the May Britt to guest
bows. The candles were lighted for her daughter's wedding a Woman's Club House.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -iby LAW Fowler of Beaufort, lime green pole de soie coat The U-shaped tables were the Gospel-Singing Drive In, six couple are invited to attend the
South Carolina, and Robert Lee iress with accordion pleated sverlaid with white cloths. The miles east of Hardin on Highway wedding and the reception which May Britt, Sammy Davis' esiwife; will appear in a segment
of Houston, Texas.
will be held at the church imsleeves of green chiffon. The coat ionored guests' table was ac- 80, starting at eight p.m.
this
fall of the new Don Adams
Preceding the ceremony organ was accented with embroidered
mediately following the wedding. comedy series.
with silver candelabra
selections were presented by appliques. She wore a hat of cented
cenThe
tapers.
and White
4
Sunday, September 5
Mrs. G. M. Knight. Selections green net accented with feathers. terpiece was of lavender and
used were "Air From'St. Paul" Her corsage was a purple catelia white asters, starburst palms,
Central
A reunion of the Burkeen
Neon,.
by Mendelssohn, "Traumeri", orchid.
and bay's breath. Similar family will be held at the
Shopping
"Liebestraum" by Liszt, and The groom's mother, Mrs. irrangements decorated the
Jonathan
Cree'
Baptist
t Ky.
"The Lord Is My Light". Miss Bryan, was attired in a turquoise ernaining tables.
Center
Assembly.
This
?Includes
all
Mary Beth Knight accompanied blue and white silk dress with a
Covers were laid for twenty- descendaritli of the late John
Mrs. Knight on the violin on blue jacket. It was accented with
guests.
"Panis Angelicus". Mrs. Knight seed pearls and rhinestones. Her eight bride and groom presented Riley Burkeen who died In 1842.
The
A potluck dinner will be served at
accompanied Gus Robertson, hat was matching turquoise silk,
their attendants with gifts.
one p.m. In case of rain the
Jr., who sang "The Greatest Of and at her shoulder was a purple
Bridesmaids Brunch
reunion and dinner will be held in
These Is Love" preceding the catelia orchid.
The home of Mrs. Charles the dining room of the Assembly.
ceremony. At the close . of the The paternal grandmother of
Clark on South Sixteenth Street
ceremony he sang "The Lord's the bride, Mrs. E. S. Brownfield,
,was the scene of a brunch in
Prayer".
wore a blue jersey dress ac- honor of the bridesmaids of Miss
The bridesmaids entered to cessorized with a blue feather
Linda Brownfield on August 7 at
"Trumpet Tune and Air", and the hat. A lavender orchid was her
o'clock in the morning.
ten
bride entered to the strains of corsage.
Hostesses for the occasion were
"Lohengrin" by Wagner and the
Mrs. Rudolph Howard of Mrs. Clark, Mrs. A. A. Doherty,
traditional "Wedding March" by Murray directed the wedding
Mrs. Ned Wilson, and Mrs.
Mendelssohn was used for the
Reception
James Brown.
Miss Dorcus Arm Curling, only
secessional.
Following the ceremony, Mr
The home was decorated with daughter of Mrs. Lucille Curling
Bride's Dress
and Mrs. Ray Brownfield en- summer bouquets. The brunch
and the late Mr. Curling of
Given in marriage by her tertained with a reception at the
with a
table was centered
father, the bride was a vision of Murray Woman's Club House. decorative melon filled with Norfolk, Va., was married to
Randall B. Taylor, son of Mr. and
radiant beauty wearing a The guests were greeted by
assorted fruits and melon balls. Mrs. Ira B. Taylor of Hazel. .
traditional floor length gown of Mrs. Bill Parman, cousin of the
served
was
brunch
delicious
The ceremony was read on
delicate ivory organza in a full bride, who presided over the A
The honoree wore a floor length Monday, August 2. Mr. Taylor is
flowing circular skirt silhouette. registry table overlaid with a
of cranberry lace with a
The bodice, with bib effect of white cloth of taffeta and net At gownunderskirt and tied with a serving with the United States
beige
exquisite Peau d'Ange lace in- one corner of the table was a gold cranberry bow of satin. The Navy.
They are now at home at 9553
tersticed with velvet ribbon, was candelabra with burning white
Miss
hostesses presented
Bay Street, Norfolk, Va 23518
created with Juliet sleeves tapers. Accompanying
the Brownfield with an electric
deeply cuffed with lace and bride's book was a purple plumed
mixer.
velvet, high stand-up lace pen.
In attendance were the
neckline framed by velvet rib- Guests were received by the
mothers of the bride and groombon,and slightly raised waistline. honor couple, their parents,
and
the bridesmaids, the wives
Held by a petite bow, a the bride's attendants. Each elect, groomsmen,and the flower
the
of
magnificient chapel train flowed guest was presented with a rice
mother. Also presen1
in dramatic elegance to com- bag of lavender net tied with girl and her
Miss Ada Kasper, sister of
weee
plete a picture of understated purple satin ribbon as they left
the groom's mother , Mrs G. M.
beauty.
the reception.
Knight, Mrs. Bill Parman, and
Her veil of gossomer silk The beautifully appointed
Mary Beth Knight:
illusion, designed and made bride's table was covered with a Miss
OF YOUR'tHILD
especially for her, drifted the
length pole de sole cloth
entire length of her train from an hich fell in tiers. Centering the
Limit: 1 Per Person / 2 Per Family / Groups $1 59 Per person
enchanting garden hat with table was a five branched silver
• The tasting Gift
crown of exquisite three andelabra holding burning
• Select from Several Poses
dimensional Venise medallions per's and an arrangement of the
• Babies and Children of All
atop a rippling brim of tiered 'de's flowers with snapdragons
Ages
The 1971-72 Eighth grade class
ivory organza.
nd jade. The wedding and Of New Concord Elementary
J O
The only jewelry worn by the rystal punch bowl were School elected officers on
Plus 600
bride was ,a single strand of rlanded with lavender
Handling Charge
statis Tuesday, August 24.
SHORTS CIRCUIT — Used Photographers
Daily:
Hours
heirloom pearls worn by the nd asters.
11-3 & 4-7
Named as president was Denny brick's the color choice for
mother of the bride at her The white five tired wedding Pittman with Randy Herndon as this
hotpants suit in a Ireshwedding. The bride carried a • ke was topped with a miniature vice-president. The secretary is looking
Sunday 1-6
new face for cotton
Colonial bouquet of white but
of the bride's bouquet. The Judith Kimbro with the serpent corduroy. The color's
reterfly roses adorned with Italian ke was served by Mrs. George
Central Shopping Center
st arms being Bruce Fogle and peated in a matching rib
pearls and purple statis.
• kley, Mrs. George Lilly, Mrs. Larry Fitzhugh. Linda Avery is turtleneck of cotton knit. All
Murray, Ky.
Miss Mary 4...ee Brownfield, • ymond Carter, Mrs. Grady class reporter
by White Stag.

Miss Linda Lou Brownfield Becomes The
Bride Of William Hogan Bryan In Lovely
Ceremony At The First Baptist Church

Amos York Family
Holds Reunion At
Frizzell Home

FBIRTHS4
Mr.and,

Delilah Joy Swann
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding
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Anyone Can

"I lave MOM Ma/ Wye Me; and
ItiCiae MO Seek me early shall

Winners: You may receive
In person at the business whose
advertisement carries your name

ly

141*

Holy Bible
. -CONCOADAXCI

The name of each prinner will be printed below
one of the adver*ments appearing on this
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the alpine appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

Fresh Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Country Ham,
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties
Southside Shopping Center

PATRICIA ANN EZELL
Rte 2 Box 196
Murray Kentucky

il"y

voa•

hinen shall I•ft up
wlh 'he

y

Is,,,.i St aal,Y, 57
••• .1=1.

.
American
IN Motors

r

MN Coldwater Rd
753-44411

F

ri

Keiser Jeep

MRS. WALTER SCHROADER
402 N. 17th Street
Murray Kentucky

59

Per Person

9c

us 60;
ng Charge

'ter

" Show Mercy and comps
'ssions every man to h.;
brother
Found between Zechariah
and I'

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop
$20 S. 4th St.
753.7494

"complete

Fabric
Selection"

PENNY MOODY
Rte 1 Box 30
Murray Kentucky

"Peace be with thee"
Found between Judges II and
70

133

PSalon

Kelley's
Termite
and
Pest
Control

JOHNSON'S

S. 12th

Street

"Pine

Food For
Fine Folks."

Contestants may win only I Bible with each
published contest. Each page is considered a
separate contest.

100 &Rath 13th Street
"Every Day Yob
y Lets
Bugs Have Their Way-

GAIL SMOTHERMAN
Rte 1 Box 166
Murray Kentucky

"Envy Moak.rid oppressor.
and Cheasenane at his ways"
F ound between Proverbs 2 end

"Grve, thy servant an un
derslanding heart .." •
Found between 1 Kings 1 end 4
•MitalOrm,••

"As fhe hart panfeth after thlt
wailer - brooks, so pone" My
soul alter Ihee, 0 Gad."
Found between Psalnd Mend
44
•
•

My Soul followeth hard after
thy r ,oht hand vpholcleth

he,

Found between Psalms 61

and

es

Bo

641 Super Shell
South 12th Street
Phone 753-9131

MRS.MYRTLE UNDERHILL
Rte 3 BOx 352
Murray Kentucky

MURRAY BRANCH
Federal Savings & Loan

•

early
"0 God thou an my God,
&ill I seek thee"
end
61
Psalms
between
Found
64

You may receive your
Award at Main Office

MRS. BULAS WILSON
Rte 1, Murray

A good understanding have
all they that do his command
'"en's "
ound between Psalms 10$ and
113
•
Neel TOU up he

Murray's One Stop
Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center

LARRY D. WILSON
Box 133, Hazel _
"Let the

Lord be magnified,
wh•ch halh pleasure in the
property of MS servant "
Found between Psalms 33 and
37

union

••11, TR•0.

CORVETTE LANES

Master Tire Service
cotowsrer Road
11.•••,1 Oil Dealer

le:Lanes
Mike Stranak, Mjr.
11:00-11:110'044
12:304 kW-Sunday

GEORGIA ELKINS
1406 Vine Street
Murray Kentucky

'RejOde rn 'he Lord always
and awn t. say, rejO•Ce
Found between Coloss, ans
land 4

;14E--4Z.
NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES
'
On the spbt 7 year financing
Hwy. 441 N, f miles •
Open 7:00 a.m. Daily
Sunday 1.6

-If he otter a Iamb for h.5 of
otter .1
tering, then sholt
before the Lord "
Found between LevIlicus 1 and
4

HUGHES
PAINT,
STORE
401 Maple it.
Phone 753 3642

DPFtMOIJBRAy
206 S. 16th Street
Murray Kentucky.

K-N ROOT BEER

"The heavens are thine, the
earth also os thine as for the
world and the fulness thereto.,
thou heat founded them "
Found between Psalms 116 fond

Drive-in
4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

Funeral Home

VERONICA ELKINS
Rte 7 P. 0. 141
Mayfield Kentucky

hr,h
"And who is he that
you, of ye be followers of that
wh.c et- is goody '
Found between, Peter I and

MRS.JERRY HUMPHREYS
808 Broad Street
Murray Kentucky

JANET ROWLAND
521 Whitnell Ave.
Murray Kentucky

" T ne Lord's My helper, and
I will not fear what man shall
de unt0 me'
Found between Hebrews 17 Nsd
13

A.

'The labour of the foolish
wearied, every one of them..."
Found between Ecclestat les 11"
And It

713 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-6800

/III/lie/La
C
C
&ILIA&
U.S. 641 North
Phone—$02-753-3280

MRS. ONIA DAFtNEL1,
Farmington, Kentucky

yr no. yOuc own
selves . How that Jesus Christ
.5 en you "
Found between Cor.nthians II
end 13

" Know

JERRY SPANN
Loch Lomond Dr.
Murray Kentucky

" Choose you do% day whom
ye will serve"
F mind between Joshua 22 and
24

Aatiand 9buag6

TV SERVICE
CENTER

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

PHONE 733-1462

III

U9 SO

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
Only Curtis Mathis Offers
Eight year prd-rated picture
tube warranty
TV Towers and antennas at
wholesale prices.

CHARLES THOMAS O'BRYAN11
305 Chestnut Street
Murray Kentucky

'led ,he most proud
OUmblf dod fall,
,11411, • Arse.- h.rn tip
ny,y1 be Nyeen
and SO

Shall

none

mullet*,

St

AY

Roy English R. Ph.
Byron Forbes R. Ph,

BARRY CANTER
Rte 1 Box 175
Murray Kentucky

'Mahe you a new heart and a
new schrit ••
Found between ttekeel le and
10

•

WIGGINS
FURN. CO.

OWEN FOOD
MARKET, Inc.

Hot Point Appliances. Floor
covering, Furniture

1407 Main — 753-4442
Open 7:00 a.m. • 1:00 p.m.
7 days a week
"A good place to trade"

'mi. on 641 N
Phone 753-4546
Open 5:00-5,30
6 Days a Week

WILLIAM EDWAFtDS
Rte 2 Box 163
Murray Kentucky

JENNE POOL
1601 Locust Dr.
Murray Kentucky

to

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 24 Hours
7 days a week
I

800 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
Call 753-8850

••• oft

•

BANK OF MURRAY MURRAY SEWING
CENTER
Singer Sewing Machines
TT'
IVA I

, .
CARROLL VW
Incorporated

Industrial Avenue
Phone 753-1311

304 E. Main St.

a

,,s

& Implement Co..

FRANCIS PIERCE
Rte. 1 Kirksey, Ky.

"0 Jerusalem, WiSh thine,
heart from ertlifienee. that
MOO moves, be Saved.."
Faure/ between Jeremiah 3 owl

hang
also upon the courtlete4.."
Daniel
10
and
between
Found
12

"He shall s'retch for ft, his

-mob that haft fr.endS must
show h•mselt Irterhilv "
Found between Proverbs 17
It'd 20

STOKES TRACTOR

TAMMY OUTLAND
Rte 6 Box 137
Murray Kentucky

JO ANN EZELL
Rte 2 Box 196
Murray Kentucky

' At let IhiS misnner wit
mar the pride of Judith, and the
greai pied, of Jerusalem "
Found between Jeremiah 12
and 14

'He thu
s ea Gap hear.,
Ged's words
Found between John 7 and II

Coldwater Reid&
Five PoildS
7S3-2900
11 years service experience

GINA SUE COY
Alone Rte 2

agmaY

TUCKER TV
Sales & Service

a

511 South 12th St.
Phone 753-7431

PATTI
Rte.6 Box 133
Murray Kentucky

than
better
is
-Wisdom
weapons of war
one sinner
des troyeth much good"
F awed between Ecclesiastes 111
and 11

OW,/
if
r

100/10.1

CAIN & TREAS

men's lands"
Founds between
and 134

GROCERY

.....
a
ima.ma-no ima

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

"Styling With Flair"
Dot Donn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-1682

JACKIE GALLAWAY
207 S. 13th Street
Murray Kentucky

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

Metal—Woodcraft, Metal
Wood furniture.
Repairs—Refinishing
Cabinets

Bus the Lord Shall arise
upon thee, and his glory shall
be seen upon the."
F oun•J behreen ls..ah Si •nd 62

Highway fel&
Central Shopping Center
Mon—Sirloin Steak
Tvw—Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
Then—Club Stet*
Fri—Sat—Son
T-Bone Steak

"The idols of Its, heathen are
silver and geld, the work of

LYONS

trait

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.

Name . yE Address
Mail To:
if Bible Committee ,Ledger & Times
t Boa 32 Murray, Ky. 42071

753-3734 or 753-5653

BEAUTY SHOP

osoo`g

ENTER NOW!

MRS. HOWELL DOOFtES
ICirksey Kentucky

KUT 'N KURL

opC

, THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
,,A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
O EACH.PARTIpPANT.
... •

Darnall, Marine
& Service
SalesHignway
14

Found between PrOverbS land
9
.....
IMP=0•11.M.111111MOM

your Bibles by appearing

1101Y

(Ay
thle

•

Deuteronomy.

'Thy dayS 011 Our Wpors are
thee.Scare and years and ten."

Found between Psalms IS one
02

rind me."

tan

4) - The beloved'of it,. Lard shit*
. dwell in safety by Him."
V Found between
32 and 3$
- •
•
.....
me 4•••11.,

EE

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter .. for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

Oa this page X different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 26 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be gi en a else showing the book of the Bible from which it is
together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CRAFTER and Verse
Number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE(2) verses this page to participate In the award of
X Bibles that will IIiven away each week. You may eater
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 26
, weeks program,until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE (3) identified
verses, you mustenclose a statement.4 35 words or less, In a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

S

s and, bedessentials but
be dull. In- 1
ng the usual,
a departments
striped and
no-iron, of
be shy. -Keep
loday's look is.
ten. If you're
scissors and
sling curtains
from lightvinyl, again I
sr.
mat
OD (UPI)
,
nun, Davis
tar in a aegm
new Don Aden*
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Award may be received
by appearing at
Main office

SHERRY CRAWFORD
1624 Kirkwood Dr
Murray Kentucky

" Lord, what wet Ihrv
me '0 09
Found *tureen Acts 7

•

MURRAY SPORT
& MARINE
Evinrude—GlaStron
Tidecraft
POlarKraft—Starcraft- Boat
Campers
Complete Service Shop
7 Saint eth Murray

BENNIE SPANN
MX Chestnut Street
- • Murray Kentucky

Ns

woks

wth

Psalms' IOS end

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.

"He that 'ovens pleasure snail
be a poor menu he that lovette
eme and 0,1sh414 not be rich"
Found between o•overbs 70
end 23

Horne of
710E5 PAW
and

UNIROYAL

am&
DATSUN
low

seoans-wioans-viCk-ups
Sport cars
SCOTT COLEMAN
Rte 2, Box 328
Murray Kentucky

THE RAIN TIRE

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE,
Chestnut sr. —

753-2571
Your Zenith
Dealer
for 14 years

1105 Pogue
Phone 753-1409

MRS. TOM CRIDER
Rte 8, Murray

ESSIE BLAKELY
Rte 8, Murray

"'the Lord .5 thy lie, •er
Lord ,5 thy shade 501s.
, r•ght hand '

the
thy.

Found binween Psalms 121 end

Ill

Sow,' tasted and besou01,loor
God tot tis,s and he .sas •n
ire.arre.IS us"
;kind be hVren F tra 7 ant 9

Home M Colony Paints

604 S. 12th 5*
Phone (502) 753-7114

^

UNIROYAL 11155

TAMMIE BELL
805 Sunny Lane
Murray Kentucky

LISA CARRAWAY
Rte 4 Box 305
Murray Kentucky

" Declare
reio,r ,no "
of ound tor
1011

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE

Colony PAINTS

Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.
Concord Road
7t3.5712

CHARLOTTE COURSEY
Rte 1, Ahmo

Guy Spann
Real Estate
Agency
901 Sycamore
Phone 7S3-7724

MRS. OLLIE WORKMAN
Rte 2 Box 287
Murray Kentucky

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
Grade A Meals
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
'Hwy. 121 South

VICKI ROBERTS
1706 Farmer Ave.
Murray Kentucky
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Down the
,

War and draft issues
stir clergy to action

arden Path
.ste,

tl

•
Vs&

fit

BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
2 picked up a magazine this landrect-out of the way next
rilorning and found a note to Wang:
It is a constant battle, isn't it,
glirderiers to be sure to continue
then
plentiful watering during the first with the elements, any
isn't
there
But
insects.
with
The
my
way
month.
the
of
rest
much
fkrwer beds look I don't think work that brings so
a
they will need any more water pleasure. When you see
of
for quite a while. Too much of healthy, flourishing plant full
lovely blossoms, you know
anything can be ruinous.
has done a good
someone
last
of
In the downdpour
work.
summer's
Saturday and Sunday,a number
By the way, I intend to plant
of small plants were literally
washed up from the yard. When some of those giant sunflowers
tile sun comes out many of them in the spring so I will have
in
wIll strighten up and in a few plenty of seed for the birds
love
Cardinals
another
winter.
days no sign of the trouble is
these seeds, and the plants are
'Plants are sturdy after all, easy to raise and are attractive
aid can stand some hard in their own gawky way.
Do you have shrubs that will
tieatment and even neglect.
That does not mean that provide food for the bidrs? It is
about
ceitivation and care does not time to( begin thinking
pay dividends, because it does. them and there are so many
Elm it is amazing how many gorgeous plants that many a
plants live and bloom in bird will be thankful for when
unhealthy conditions. Just give the snow flies.
them a sunny corner and a bit of
soil an anyone can have at least
(ve blossom with little work.
jut oh, how they thrive when
4 District in
ACROSS
Germeny
they are really cared for. The
5 Urge on
Moccasin
1
little extra care and effort is so 4 Vassals
6 Cooks in own
very rewarding.
7 Cooks in
9 Farm animal
hot fat
one result of the continued 12 The 3401
8 Rational
13 Greek
rein and dampness is the
9 Tories
marketplace
10 Native metal
presence of Black Spot, the 14 Anglo-Sazon
11 Small lump
money
enemy of roses. If it were 15 Number
19 Diphthong
possible to pick up and burn 16 Once MOM
21 American

Crossword Puzzle

17 Man's

nickname
every leaf affected we would
18 Distant
Save rour_h less of it next year. 20
Prophets
But after the heavy rains the 22 Small island
leaves are beaten into the 24 Possessive
pronoun
pound and many of the plants 25 Cure
pc almost denuded. There Ls 2s New Deal
agency (abby)
ss than can be done about the 29 Abstract being
•
Wait on
30
of Black. Spot than
raost any other. But persistent 31 tona-ainesd
bird
ying with Phaltan is about 33 Barrel slat
Danger
the best remedy. The dampness 34
35 Collection
as aggravated the trouble and
of facts
after a few days without sun- 36 Limb
38 Man's name
'tithe, it is easy to tell the dif- 39 Sob
40 Girl's name
ierence.
41 Singing voice
A great deal of the work for 43
Capuchin
this season is clean up work,
monkey
44
Mohammedan
that is keeping leaves and debris
name
cleaned away from plants and 45 Martini fruit
shrubs. Many insects are ready 48 Large truck
to begin their egg laying and 51 Sign of zodiac
Wanderer
fallen leaves and twigs around 52
53 female s
*le ban of a plant makes an 54 Sunburn
excellent bed. Every bug 55 Rugged
mountain
destroyed now means several
crest

Film editing
made easy
SUNNYVALE, Calif.(WI)
- One marvel of the dectronics world is a eom twig:made that takes the technical
indium out of film editing but
4
leaves in the art.
Columbia Broadcasting
*ystem and Memorex Corporaion combined forces to create
ese "CMX 600."
The film editor sits at a
console which has two
television-type screens. On one
of the screens he his "instant
access" to his raw film shots.
The other displays a list of
instructions such as "splice,"
"replay," etc.
• The console stores the imftm. and instructions on an
piectronic disc during the edit$ng process. It then creates the
anal film or tape from the disc,
incorporating all editing
n working with film
Irather than tape the "CMX
1600" prints out detailed inSitructions for the film-cutter.
; By simply pointing an deeeronic pencil at the right
tructioa, the editor incorptesit into the disc. He can
ireview and,..change what he has
pdone by replaying the film at
Piny point.
"The human decision maker
tean devote all hicenereies and
:attention to his art," a Memorex spokesman said."High speed
!minicomputers perform every
!tedious chore, remembering
:the editor's decisions lind asembling the finished master.'
1 According to Memorex offilats, the system feduces film
editing time by 50 to 70 iSei

t

heThe electronic film editor it
'first application of "instani
'mage access," a technology
;which promises to be applied in
ernany other ways. For instance
Ithe developers say, high priori
foty business data could be
!stored on discs, providing incoitant response (711000the of a
.,second) when the da:a if
'ordered up.

t

Oellamy added
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
ph Bellamy lies been added
the cast of "Camel My
enervation" starrinf Bob
pe and Eva Marie Saint.

ostrich
22 Maiden {coved
by Zeus
23 Haste
24 International
(abbr.)
26 Turn aside
27 French article
29 Lamprey
30 Music:
as written
32 Hoarfrost

Editor's Note: Thhi is the
first in a series of three articles
on the new social activism is
the church. It deals with the
church's relation to the war
and the draft.
By CLAIRE COX
copley News Service

THE HORSESHOE shape of Hadley Rille shows in this
photo made from the Apollo 15 Command Module while
orbiting the Moon. This was the landing site for the
Lunar Lander. St. George Crater is at lower left.
HEATH RIMCUFS PAIR
capsized in a sailing dinghy
BURNHAM-ON-CROUCH, En- race.
gland (UPI) —It was Prime The prime minister was at
Minister Edward Heath to the the helm of his yacht, Morning
rescue when two youngsters Cloud, off Burnham-On-Crouch
Sunday after returning from a
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
picnic lunch on the River
DUO 00 TOMMO
Roach.
0311000
000MOO
The youngsters, Piers SyOO UMUMOOD GO
00 DODO ODUG mers, 14, and his sister, Pipipa,
0000 OGOW BUM 12, were spotted from a half
G0000 01330 OM mile away by Morning Cloud's
OGOO MEMO
E.10 MOB 130000 sailing master, Owen Parker,
QOM 0000 UMW 39.
000G MOO 00
Parker later said he called
00 GOOMOMO OB their plight to the attention of
OGOOOZ =BOO
BOOM OD BOO Heath. Britain's 55-year-old
SI
bachelor premier then ordered
the craft to the rescue.
33 Vessel's curved 42 Girl's name
43 Withered
planking
A police launch shadowing
34 Parent (colloq.) 44 In music,
boat picked up the
Heath's
high
on
Come
35
45 Meadow
the scene
capsized boat. The youngsters
doctor
37 Parent (collat.) 47 Horse
were dried off, given hot coffee,
(collog )
39 Hue
49 Reverence
40 Babylonian
and later taken to shore by
50 Recent
deity
launch.

EXPORT DECLINE
WASHINGTON (UPI) —US.
exports of engineering and
scientific equipment declined in
value by 4.5 per cent during the
first three months of this year,
compared to the same period in
1970,• the Commerce Department,said today.
The value of the exports was
plowed at $43.6 million. Part of
the decline, the department
said, was due to smaller sales
of such items as sonar
equipment and electronic geophysical and mineral prospecting equipment.

56 Stitch
DOWN
1 Fondle
2 Mature
3 Fire

Distr.

by

United Fe ture Syndicate.

NEIN YORK — Two Roman
Catholic priests have been
imprisoned for burning draft
cards
The presiding bishop of the
Episcopal church rose at a
recent annual meeting of
General Motors to challenge its
policy of doing business in
racially segregated South
Alrica.
A leading seminary has
revised its curriculum to put
less emphasis on instruction in
pulpit preaching and more on
on-the-job training in dealing
with social concerns out where
the people are.
These are important aspects
of the new look of religion: 1971.
'They form a picture of extremes, and some of its
colorings are far from pretty.
But it is a picture of a clergy
that has come a lone way from
the 1950s and 1960s, when the
mere presence of a clerical collar on a picket line or "Rev.'
in front of a name on a petition
or resolution was considered
headline material.
Not only individual ministers
but, entire denominations and
interfaith groups are engaged
on a broad front in an offensive
against war, poverty, pollution,
discrimination and what they
as
economic
regard
irresponsibility.
The war in Vietnam has put
some clergymen actively on
the side of draft dodgers, while
others, individually and
collectively, have demanded
that conscription be abolished.
Since the first of the year, the
chorus of clerical opposition to
continuation of the Vietnam
conflict has been swelling. Of
particular note is the fact that
religious leaders have initiated
some of the protests.

Seminary in Evanston, Ill., to
Washington to urge withdrawal
of all U. S. forces by Christmas. The deans of Episcopal
seminaries asked the President
and Congress to withdraw
unconditionally from Vietnam
as soon as possible.
The General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in the
U.S. (Southern) has urged
members to work for peace and
has organized a "Presbyterian
Witness for Peace" to go to
Washington and make this view
known. Fourteen Roman
Catholic bishops in New
England joined in protests
against the "wisdom and
morality" of U. S. involvement
in Indochina and voiced strong
objections to atrocities and
saturation bombings.
Most of the activism is
peaceful in nature, but there
have been extremist moves,
which have been highly
publicized, such as the cases of
the Revs. Philip F. and Daniel
Berrigan, brothers
and
Catholic priests, who are
serving prison sentences for
destroying draft board records.
Philip and 13 others, including priests, former priests
and nuns,have been implicated
in an alleged plot to kidnap
Henry A. Kissinger, assistant
to President Nixon for national
security affairs, and to
dynamite the heating systems
in federal buildings as their
expression of dissent'from the

Vietnam
administration's
policy.
For the most part, members
of the clergy, however controversial their stands may be,
have been satisfied to remain
within the law, if not within the
good graces of their churches.
Their encounters may be
minor skirmishes such as the
one that occurred in the New
York suburb of Freeport, on
Long Island, where the Rev.
Thomas Phelan, a young
told
priest,
Catholic
parishioners that he did not
think that patriotism should be
equated with loyalty to the
armed forces.
"Lack of patriotism is not to
be equated with long hair and
peace signs and peace
marches," he declared, "and
patriotism is not to be equated
with calling a particular race of
people 'the enemy.'"
Refusal to fight in a war
should not brand a person
"chicken," he added, but at the
same time there is no reason to
consider a conscientious objector a "local hero."
The pastor of his parish, the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Eugene J.
Crii*ford, whose nephew was
shot down in Vietnam, declared
himgelf to be "much upset"
about the priest's observation.
Expressions against the war
and the draft are being
presented in a variety of ways.
The Mennonites, the United
Methodists and the Church of
the Brethren recently joined in

sponsoring two television spots
emphasizing the individual,
a
as
responsibility
peacemaker. One showed
middle Americans relieving
tensions between students and
National Guardsmen and
between hard hats and long
hairs. The other brought
together fathers and sons who
disagreed on approaches to
peace.
"Peacemaking isn't
something just for negotiators
at a peace table," said Kenneth
J. Weaver, executive secretary
of Mennonite Broadcasts, Inc.,
of Harrisonburg, Va., producer
of the spots. "Peacemaking is
something everyone has to
work at — on the job, in the
home, between opposing
groups of people, in making a
decision to serve in the military
service."
Poverty
Next:
discriminetion.

and

TRANS-PACIFIC ROWING
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) —
Adventurer John Fairfax and
companion Sylvia Cook were
reported Sunday to be a third
of the way across the Pacific in
their orange 35-foot rowboat.
The couple left San Francisco
April 26 for a nine-month trip
across the ocean to Sydney,
Australia. Fairfax radioed San
Francisco late last week that
he was 403 miles southeast of
Hawaii and making good
progress with favorable winds.

ROCKSUDE KILLS 5
Switzerland
MEIRINGEN,
(UPI) —Five Swiss Alpinist*,
including three members of one
family, were killed when they
lide
were caught in a r
while climbing in the
Mountains Sunday.
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Minnesota Protestant officials took part in a "Dump the
War" peace rally. Several
Methodist bishops are involved
in a "Set the Date Now"
campaign to end the war by
Dec. 31.
A student-faculty delegation
went from Garrett Theological
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• The double breasted dress is on the move and expressly you in this
* marvelous style from our Nardis collection. Custom tailored of 100%
* Dacron polyester doubleknit. Colors of Split Pea and Creme; Mocha and
1 Creme; Cranberry and Creme. Sizes 4 to 16.
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Our Volunteer Firemen

1.3 Million and Growing
By MICHAEL ROAM
Written for Central Press and
This Newspaper
MEN WHO come from every
walk of life and provide a valuable service that is all but
taken for granted are part of a
235-year-old tradition that is
an asset to communities large'
and eirball across the land.
These men are the laborers,
teachers, salesmen, businessmen, truckers, doctors and such
who snake up the nation's 1.3
million volunteer firemen, the
biggest force of firemen anywhere, and a group that grows
daily.
When the fire bell rings in
their communities, these men
put down their tools or whatever they may be working with,
grab their slickers, and dash to
the town fire truck or the fire
scene as quickly as their legs
will carry them. Such quick and
often successful action occurs
almost daily and goes a long
way toward keeping the natioff's fire loss below the 12,000
deapis and $2.8 billion loss
calmed by some 2,475,000 fires
Dein types in 1970, bad as
titteie figures may be.
• • •
THE VOLUNTEERS' interest
and desire in providing fire protection for their neighbors is a
service valued at some $5 bilLion each year, reports the National Fire Protection Associatied in Bciaton.
This unselfish effort will be
aradng those recognized during
oral Fire Prevention Week,
g Oct. 3.
k a layman why he volunto endanger his own life
fighting fires, and he'll tell
such things as:
41 can't think of a better way
lp the community," or "I
Ti to go out and help people
op. need help," or "Our corna' ty need such protection;
I
4 y just has-to do it."
most volunteers are

unpaid, the volunteer category
includes call men and others
who are paid for their services,
but do not make a career or
their living at fire fighting.
• • •
AMERICA'S fire fighting
tradition dates back to 1736
when Benjamin Franklin, who
seems to have had a hand in
everything, established the first
volunteer fire brigade. That
small start has grown to 24,000
fire companies, of which 22,000
depend on volunteers who
greatly outdistance the country's approximate 200,000 paid
fire fighters.
• • •
LIKE all firemen, the volunteers do more than fight blazes.
They are called upon for various emergencies, such as accidents and drownings, and never
hesitate to answer a call.
Many of the volunteer outfits
are trained and have equipment
on a par with the paid companies, but it is the high cost
of operating paid hie departments that has led to the
growth of the volunteer groups.
With prices and wages rising
in nearly every field, thousands
of small towns—and even larger ones—find it difficult to provide more and more tax money
to erect a firehouse, stock It
with up-to-date equipment and
ambulances, and pay the wages
of firemen and officers, many
of whom are unionized.
In contrast, there are volunteers who keep up their own
equipment and fire houses,
often purchase their own helmets, boots and slickers, ant
also organize money - raising
carnivals, raffles, dances, can
vasses, and so on to help bu)
the gear they require.
Wives form auxiliaries thal
stage dinners, bake sales, parties, and similar events to raise
funds.
• • •
MEETINGS held by volun-

Social Security
News

Proposed new cost reporting
Medicare
regulations for
teers are more than the cardproviders should prove adplaying, smoker type often pictured. Today's volunteers sharp- ministratively advantageous
en their skills by attending lee- both for providers and the
to
tures, drills and displays. The) Government, according
often spend time keeping theis Robert
Ball, Commissioner of
equipment shipshape, driving Social Security.
ambulances, and making sun
The proposed regulations
they are familiar with then
required hospitals, extended care
gear and street routes.
It is in their best interest ti facilities and other providens
make sure their organization is operating under Medicare to
solvent, for they receive no gov- align their Medicare cost
ernmental leadership and little reporting periods with their
if any, tax revenue.
annual Internal Revenue Service
Such is the job of today's volincome tax or informational
unteer firemen, men who prove
that it is not old fashioned to return reporting periods, and tc
be a volunteer when a commu- adopt IRS due dates as the due
dates for filing Medicare coal
nity needs their help.
reports.
Ball noted that the proposed
change, published today in the
Federal Register, would permit
providers to base Medicare coat
reports on data developed during
management audits prepared in
advance of filing their IRS
New lamb and mutton
products may soon lead the returns,rather than on unaudited
way to greater acceptance data which might later require
of the meat which ranks at correction to reflect audit adthe bottom of the list in justments.
yearly per capita consumpUnder present regulations,
tion, according to the U. S. Medicare providers must submit
AgriculDepartment
of
report covering a
ture 's Agricultural Re- an annual cost
search Service. But—stu- 12-month operating period.
Selection of,the period Is at the
dents and housewives are
discretion of the provider, it need
new
testing
participating in
not coincide with any 12-month
products under a contract
period the provider has
to the Pennsylvania State
established for other purposes.
University.
Currently all providers-except
developed
newly
The
those operated by Government
products are lamb, curry
and certain other exempt
and rice, sausage, lamb
organizations-must file an anloaf, shanks and rice, rolled
stuffed breast and riblets nual income tax or informadmei
return with IRS. The prabillail
regulations
would
MVO
providers which are not required
WORTH REPEATING
The motto of chivalry also is to report to IRS to continue to
the motto of wisdom; to serve make their Medicare con reports
all, but love only one.
under present procedures.
— Honore de &frac
The proposed regulations
would be effective for cost
reporting periods beginning
December 31, 1971. hitareder
parties have 30 days fermi
Federal Register publication
date to submit their views and
comments to the Commissioner
of Social Security.
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All star all the way! In savings. In Appliances from
Frigidaire. In planning that enables
to buy
ahead and make sure we'd have these appliance buys now, when you want them.
But hurry. Quantities are limited. _Get yourself an all star buy
----now. Look for the stars
and save!

mad
ar
s
AtisoWavt/

ri idaire
Appliances

Frigidaire!

popularity

69)Mill
1

NARDis
••

an I

fit

i

$90.00

*
1
4(
smashing
dress
with
'gold.
buttons
for
a
jacket
our
.
.
you
.
S* O completely
-look of the 70's. From our Nardis collection custom tailored of 100% *
Dacron polyester dpubleknit Colors of Dill, Creme, or Melon.Sizes 6 to16.4r,

FRANKFORT, Ky —Five
transportation-related
associations in the state have
joined with the Kentucky Traffic
Safety Coordinating Committee
(KTSCC) to ppiblish a children's
coloring book on safety.
Arthur E. Beard, KTSCC
executive director, said the Independent Garage Owners of
Kentucky, Kentucky Automobile
Dealers
Assn.,
Kentucky
Automotive Wholesalers Assn.,
Kentucky Motor Transport Assn.
and Kentucky Petroleum Council
have contributed to the printing
of the book, entitled "Having Fun
and Playing Safe."
Beard said the 12-page coloring
book stresses safety for children
playing near streets and roadways, with particular emphasis
on crossings and bicychng
"We have gained
the
cooperation of the Kentucky
State Police," he said, "and they
will be distributing the tx4 to
all children who go through the
State Police 'Safety Town'
exhibit at the State Fair We
expect it to be received ulth
enthusiasm by the parents
these children."
Beard said he hopes the 3afetv
coloring books will teach young
children the importance of sife
playing while near roadways.'
and,at the same time, provide a
basis for more advanced levels of
highway safety education they
will receive when they grow
older."
Copies of the coloring book may
be obtained by writing the KTSCC at Room 1006; State Office
Building; Frankfort, Kentucky.
40601.

Shotgun
Shells
in stock

Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with 154-lb. size
top freezer
•Frost-Proof! You'll never defrost again!•Deep door shelf
for Vs gallon cartons, bottles.
•Butter compartment.•Twin
vegetable Hydrators for extra
crispness.

FP0-166M-11
16.6 cu. ft.

$2699.!

4411.0

•

•

3$ortgan *

Frigidaire!
Huge 17.0 cu. ft. refrigerator
only 30 wide. 4.75 Cu. ft.
freezer stores up to 168 lbs.
100% Frost-Proof. Reveresdoors hinge for right- or lefthand opening. Add-On
Automatic Ice Maker may
be installed now or later.

Frigidaire!
15.0 cu. ft., only 30" wide
and 80" high. 4.39 cu. ft.
freezer stores up to 154
lbs. Door storage on both
doors. Reverse-doors may
be hinged for left- or righthand opening if you move
or remodel. 60'' high.

Lots of baking space. Two shelves adjust to five
positions. Enough shelf space for 6 pies! Removable
full-width storage drawer, removable oven door,
removable control knobs. Spill-Saver top and selfcleaning broiler shield features make cleaning easy.

$189!

$29999w/t

33995 wit

HURRY! DON'T MISS IT!
Frigidaire! 16.5 Cu. ft.
Side-by-Side only 30"wide
10.46 cu. ft. refrigerator
section plus
6.04 cu. ft. freezer
that stores up to
211 lbs. of food.
,100% Frost-Proof.
You'll never defrost.

5-year Nationwide Prolection
Plan. Backed by General '
MotOrs. 1-year Warranty-for
repair of any,defedt in the '
entire product, plus a 4-year
Protection Plan for repair of
any defect in the refrigerating system and ABS cabinet
liner on models so equipped.
L

Sliding Basket in the
freezer and an Adjustable
Refrigerator Shelf make
food loading and unloading
a breeze. Removable 0Quick Ice Ejector holds 80
cubes. Add-On Atdomatic
Ice Maker Have this extra
convenience installed now
or later if that's better for
your budget.

- Pull-width 7-day Meet Tender keeps meat at
near freezing tempera-.
lure, ready to cook without thawing.
On Rollers! Smoothglide nylon rollers make
it easy to move, easy to
clean behind or beneath
Easy-to-adjust front
levelers.

r--

$389!?

-

.1te&

Mod& FPC I -165VS
FRIGIOAIRE

INSTANT CREDIT ... 90 Days Same As Cash
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY!!

sill
Was MP

:eleittinie

Budget-priced
' 30" range.

OaSAE
Our top value for
this week. Act fast.

Motor Groups,
State, Print
Safety Book

this
*
DO%
ha a nd

lAyarfe4i
-71177e
!

Test lamb

stio

* Nardis of Dallas
1300 Corinth
Dallas, Texas

'4046
`Vssi,%•

-

le tub hulk'
Sortie.

/
Mtyfield, Ky. 4( kCotolog Sales Office
-Z1413Pillt
* Murray
K.
4*************************11"
8 thside Celiter Muff"'
AIM OD

WARD-ELKINS
Phone 753-1713
•-V
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Wage-Price-Rent Freeze Is No
Help To Alimoni Paying Husband

RRAY, KENTUCKY

!Four Day Work Week Seen & Heard ... Homecoming Will Be
I Continued from Page 1
Set For Policemen
Held, Walnut Grove
lowering the ceiling, installing
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Bookmobile To
Start Service
On Wednesday

Evening Language
Courses Offered

The annual homecoming will
Glasgow, Ky. (UPI)-The
panelling, installing new lights be
The Department of Romance
held at the Walnut Grove
Glasgow city pace departniant
floor coverings.
Languages at Murray State
Baptist Church and the Wofford
governments are starts on a four-day work week
European
that
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The day freeze period, has ruled
University has announced that it
Cemetery in Stewart County,
starting Sept 1.
latest government rulings on that alimony and child support afraid the new import restric- The 16 partolmen and
Calloway
The
will offer courses in Beginning
County
BookTenn.,
on
Sunday,
September
double
5.
dog pound on the old
details of the wage-price-rent payments are not frozen and tions will deal them a
Rev. Max Bailey of Murray mobile will begin its fall schedule French, FRE 111,-and Beginning
sergeants in the Barren County The new
little
because
a
of
blow
poor farm property should also Route Seven, pastor
freeze carried bad news for may be increased during the
of the on Wednesday, September 1. The Spanish,SPA 131, at night during
President easomunitt will work 1$4iam
alimony-paying husbands, coal standstill. It said such expenses publicized aspect of
be a credit to the community Walnut Grove church, will
week.
days
a
four
days
be schedule will be published later the fall semester. The classes
plan.
economic
Nixon's new
sellers and some importers.
are considered transfer payDispatchers and orrice per- after the terrible situation which preaching at the eleven a.m. so that users will know the exact will meet on Tuesday and
before.
there
The Cost of Living Council, ments, not prices -and as such
day and time it will be in their Thursday evenings from 6:30 to 9
worship hour on Sunday.
sonnel will not be affected= misted
wzucr settles questions and are not frozen.
p.m.
A basket dinner will be served vicinity.
Dispatcher
change.
disputes arising during the 90- It told coal companies they
at noon followed by singing in the The stops will be made once a
Morgan said the move was being
Castlased from Page 1)
I
The Fiscal Court has also been
may raise their prices to the
month with both the City and The consecutive courses, FRE
Kentucky mode to put more men on duty at instrumental in such things as afternoon.
the
income
in
family
same levels they charged
County being serviced. All 112 and SPA 132, will be offered in
the peak times of crime, which be
area."
the new County Library which
during last winter's heating Western Waterland
schools
may get books from the the spring semester at the same
the
over
are
said
weekesxls
and would
Carl Hamilton
enhance any community of
season. but said the rates could KWW President
Bookmobile
on their regularly times, thus making a full year of
funds will from three o-'clock in the af- any size, the Health Center which
allocation
of
the
said
not be hilted to account for
scheduled days. Stops are made foreign language study available
the ternoon to five o'clock in the renders such valuable services,
freight costs which have risen enable officials to determine
at homes where there are at least to the night student. Dr. John
morning.
feasibility of future development
county
garage
on
the
South
Fifth
summer.
&wing
the
three
or four families using the Ferguson, chairman, has exMorgan said eight patrolmen in
mink aisle= were
Lake-Lake
Kentucky
the
in
Walnut
which
and
is
valuable
council
imporAnd the
said
Federal State Market News service in that neighborhood. pressed the hope that a number of
would be on duty attf
investutaaed bar the Marray
Barkley area. Hamilton noted four cars
now and will be even more so in Service August 31. 1971
probably
ters
stuck
would
be
Books are left at some deposi townspeople who have been inonetime.
°glace Devilment ea
that although Western Kentucky
terested in studying a foreign
the future. Of course the new
increases
caused
price
for
by
stations
in the County.
So MAIM& ware WWI ea that
man-made
Language will avail themselves of
county jail was a tremendous Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
the deadline of the dollar's has two of the largest
A service is provided for Shut-epora sled
allicers.
lakes in the world, there still
improvement over the medieval Market Report includes 10 buying Ins or people who cannot come to this excellent opportunity.
••
voniciaa uniehimilla a callailie lake in relation to other needs to be more for the visitor to
jail formerly located under the stations
someone
cerreacies.
Thus
if
the library location for their
(Continued from Page 1)
• 4.33 g..xn. maw a MI Flied
the area to do. "There are people
court house.
Receipts: Act. 725 Est. 700 books and materials. People who Registration for night classes
-two aazitagy maul OF Peribar had been importing a television who like to camp," Hamilton these Republications and many
Barrows and Gilts fully 25 cents are ill, elderly, cannot drive or will be held on Saturday, SepFort Ina.. mit denuan IV David set for $125 and the cheaper said, "but care little about of the Democratic sheriffs
and
lower instances to 25 cents lower. are confined to their homes tember 4frons&a.m. until noon at
overseas caused the
dollar
Say uansiadier of Mums
the Student Union Building.
inspect price to rise, the -water. There needs to be some county attorneys and county The city and county is growing Sows steady to weak
because of small children or an
Sta.
* IWI Bun* taws doer
attraction
the
in
magnet
of
type
clerks
who
judges
and
have
may
we
never
and
complain
sometimes
aged relative may qualify for the
ilemitan want OF Nag Shaft importer would Still have to area to lure those from out-of- had November opposition
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 17.25-17.75
are over the amount of taxes
No Competition
buyers $125. He can,
service.
MMOILoalihtsAllhak an*denim ter charge his
US
24
200-240
lbs.,
oriented.
17.00-17.25
water
aren't
state that
going to find Republicans
gathered, but any area grows,
BIDFORD-ON-AVON,
Anyone interested in haying a
Satlituta am* Marts di Aims lewever. pass on the new 10 The proposed study will be the after their jobs," he said. hot demands will as
US
2-4
240-260
lbs., 16.50-17.00
increase for better
gland (UPI) -Three famili
import tax.
per
cent
stop
scheduled,
please
call
the
NOM.QOM.
back
at
the and more modern facilities. This US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 16 0046.50
The Office of Emergency first step in seeing if it is feasible Looking
library 753-2288 and ask for in- worked nonstop for four days ki
ROW
AMmeadir was Preparedness
Sows
build the best float for the
, which is hand]- to invest in such an attraction". Democratic primary last May as takes tax money of course.
formation.
beallialroakflaw tile ibis Mist
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.00-15.25
freeze from the local Hamilton noted that a contract a "tough battle," Carroll adBidford Carnival. Their Wizard
the
Mrs.
Carolyn
Adams
is
Bookesallastivalak the Seeks ear
US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.00-15.00
bevel on up to Washington, has already been signed by the mitted he was disappointed tha
mobile Librarian and Mrs. of Oz float won the $12 first
Millsmediar.Whilnat altemilL
Ecomonic Development Ad- his running mate, former Gov
The city now has on order two US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.00-14.00 few Virginia Swann i is the part-time prize Monday. It was the only
several
rulings
heeded
down
of
Illimmptatillandellledism Ike
Ministration with Leisure Bert Combs, was defeated by Lt new fire trucks. One evidence of down to 12.00
entry.
librarian.
leftrearamkte thy Mid ea the is own Tuesday, incuding one Systems, Incorporated of Gov. Wendell Ford,
now th the importance of the local'
la
which
told
it
unnamed
an
rsgur raw
conduct
the
Deinocratic
nominee
fo Rescue Squad is that while one of
emia60
shipyard that it timid not raise Washington, D. C. to
lambed in die
"We expect Leisure governor. Then he added to
the city trucks was being
11-lbs workers' wages by 18 cents study.
Mom* morning as Me* lath
Systems to begin the field work burst of applause:
overhauled
recently, the Rescue
an
hour.
Arset awe a IBM Plknomilltwo
on the study in the next week or "But the fact remains tha Squad truck was housed in the
dour owned by WK.Dahlman The shipyard had claimed so," Hamilton said. The study is Wendell Ford
is more qualified t city station for use of the city.
that unless it raised its wages
wittriven
1. James B.
expected to take sixty days to be the governor of Kentucky tha Our thanks goes to the Rescue
meet
competition
to
from
a
Deilianazt
Lanienee, and
complete.
any Republican Gov. Nunn coul Squad for their spirit of
11111 Clevrtnet nee dew hordlop rival firm, its workers would "If this first small study shows pick
to run-and that is really th cooperation.
leave
to
work
for
other
the
driven 3. Bradley L.
of
some positive results," Hamilton important thing for all of us t
outfit, or perhaps strike.
Comersidle.
added, "Kentucky's Western remember now."
P e'
sld Micheal. going west The OEP also turned down a Waterland hopes to be able to
Carroll, a native of McCracke
company
tool
which
wanted
to
Irem drive as *array State
have a more complete, in-depth County where he now practice ACCIDENT KILLS 3
By FRANK MACOMBER
lunar equator and 750 miles ultraviolet camera,campus, failed to see the raise its prices as they feasibility study made. What we
Military-Aerospace Writer
law
OULTON
Paducah,
in
stressed
PARK,
appeared
th
England
in
new
a
catalog
southeast of Apollo 15's Hadley- spectograph, the observe%
Dalsreell ear going north on 14th
basically
interested in, is the chance to rebuild the Democrati (UPI) -Three riderg were
Copley News Service
which a slow printer was are
Apennine touchdown spot. It will operate only while
Street, and they collided.
location of a family-fun tourist Party with "a combination o killed and four were injured
lies in the central lunar astronauts are on the motin.
Damage to Plymouth was on unable to deliver by Aug. 15, attraction much like Six Flags
What, the American taxthe front end and to the Chevrolet when the freeze began, and Over Mid-America, but perhaps epople who have put their live Monday by a first lap pile-up payek might ask, can two more highlands that are among the They will remove its filth Mid
during
into
international
it
an
highest regions of the face the return it to earth for study.
plus
the
motornew
turned
blood
down
o
salary
increases
on the left front fender sand
cycle sidecar race at this manned Apollo moon missions moon turns toward earth.
concerned young people."
Apollo 16 spacemen also will
for employes of an unidentified on a smaller scale.
lights.
achieve that hasn't already
install
a seismometer designed
city who were due for raises "The allocation of money to A member of the Kentuck Cheshire track.
Space
scientists claim
been accomplished by the
finance this first study could be House of Representatives sinc
Police identified the dead
Sept. 1.
Descartes is a key site in lunar to spot moonquakes and
Apilllo
15
astronauts
and
their
Car All Wet
determine whether the him,
On the internationa front, an the beginning of a new day in 1960 and a two-term speaker o men as Peter Pritchard, Pat three predecessor
crews on exploration for it is expected to crust, like the earth's,116
-Cincinnati, Ohio (UPII-Hugh administration official revealed tourism for Western Kentucky," the house, Carroll did not pass up Sheridan and Philip Smith. All earlier lunar explorations?
provide samples of highland
moving about under the inHamilton said.
Mullor, 25, Erlanger, Ky., was
the opportunity to gig Tom were British.
Indeed, what can additional soil and dust believed to be of fluence of
underlying force',
pushing his stalled car on a public
Emberton, the Republican Five machines were involv
Apollo flights do for an encore? volcanic Origin.
The official said the EuUnlike the all-Air Fort'.
Lunar scientists still argue
in the pileup.
landing by the Ohio River
nominee
governor,
the
on
for
Federal
space
agency
ofropeans are disturbed about the
Apollo 15 crew, two Apollo 16
Monday when he slipped and fell.
ficials believe there are plenty over whether moon craters are astronauts are
10 per cent border tax on issue of the sales tax exemption
icenthased from Page 11
naval . officers
the
result
of
volcanoes,
The small foreign car kept
meteor
groceries.
of chores left for Apollo 16 and
imports, but are also equally for
impacts or a combination of and the third is - you guessed
going, however, and rolled into where she received& B. S. degree
"He
(Emberton)
has
17
astronauts
promised
next
year
if
all
it
-ahother.Air Force office?.
worried about a restriction
the river. Police and firemen and has taught grade school in
to take the five per cent sales tax
the pieces of the lunar jigsaw each. They believe materials
Navy Capt. John W. Young,
which says that U.S. firms may
were to resume the search for the Murray.
puzzle are to be put together. from Descartes might provide 40, a veteran of three
off
food
for
home
consumption,
"
earlier
The couple have made their not claim the proposed 10 per
a
clue
to
the
answer.
car today.
Space
scientists
already are
he reviewed, "He called the tax
space flights, will be Apollo 16
home in Hickory Hills with their cent investment tax credit on
The Apollo 16 astronauts also mission - commander
an injustice and said it worked a
Funeral services for Rude G. claiming they have learned
. His
sorr,-Eric, almost 2. They attend capital goods" imported from
hardship on dr people with Parker are being held today at more about the moon's origin will set up history's first command ship pilot will be
the Springfield Church of Christ, abroad.
and
astronomical
structure
from
the
graphic
observatory
on
limited
incomes."
Navy U. Crndr. Thomas
2:30 p.m,at the chapel of the J. H.
The official Laid other
descriptions of Apollo 15 the moon. Its mission will be to Mattingly II, 34, who was K.
to
governments fear the two Carroll said Ford and the entire Churchill Funeral Home with Astronauts David Scott and photograph objects and
gas have been the command
AGNEW TO IRAN
measures combined may in Democratic slate of candidates Bro. Paul Poyner officiating.
James Irwin than they gleaned clouds in deep space which
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. some cases result in a 20 per agreed the sales tax should he Pallbearers are Thomas from the combined three may provide new information module pilot on the abortive
Apollo 13 mission but was
(UPI) -Presidente Nixon will cent penalty on any U.S. firm removed from grocery-bought Parker, Johnny Parker, Amon previous moon landings.
about the structure and replaced a few !days before
Owen, Larry Parker, Perk
send Vice President Spiro T. wanting to import equipment. food.
Nevertheless, the-hardware evolution of our Milky Way launch when he was exposed
to
Agnew to represent the United The investment tax credit "But we said,'Let's dolt now! Parker, and Toy Smith. Burial for Apollo 16 and 17 - Saturn galaxy of 100 billion stars.
German.measles.
will be in the Elm Grove
States at ceremonies in Iran provision is still subject to And they refused and said,
boosters, spacecraft and lunar
Lunar -lender pilot will be Air
The miniature observatory
let's wait until after the elec- Cemetery with the arrangements rovers - are
next October marking the 2,500 approval by Congress.
on the shelf, will be part of a so-called Force Lis Col. Charles M. Duke
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral already bought and paid for. So
anniversary of the founding of The same official, who
"science station" to be erected Jr., 35.
-the Persian Empire.
it is go for Apollo 16 next March by the astronauts. About four
declined to be identified, said The Carroll, who was speaker Home.
He will explore the moon with
More than 55 heads of state he did not expect economic Of the house during the 1968 Parker, age 65, cfied Monday and for Apollo 17 next fall.
feet high and weighing Sp Young while Mattingly circlp
General
Assembly,
home
charged
his
Murray
on
that morning at
Space officials have selected pounds, it will make ultraviolet in lunar orbit. Mattingly
are scheduled to attend the retaliation from Europe beand
celebration in Tehran and cause of the import tax "in the the Nunn administration exerted Route Three. He was a member the Descartes region of the photogiaphs of
energy- Duke are space rookies but
Persepolis, the ancient capital near future." But he acknow- its influence that, session to of the Primitive Baptist Church moon, most southerly site yet emitting objects or gas clouds Young flew on the Gemini3 and
stymie a measure to exempt food and a prominent fanner of the chosen, for the Apollo 16 ex- as far away as
of the Persian Empire.
ledged that some strike-back
space beyond 10 two-man earth orbital
from the sales tax.
east side of Calloway County. lie ploration. Named for a crater our galaxy and as close to home missions and on Apollo 10,
might be expected if the import
NEW ANTI-DRUG UNIT
first manned flight around the
surcharge continued over "a "We had the bill on its way to was born December 13, 1905, and to the south, Descartes is as the earth.
A TYPICAL SMILE shines
becoming law before the Nunn his parents were the late Thomas nearly 300 miles below the
WASHINGT
Known
moon. '
ON
to
(UPI,)
scientists
-The
as
period
an
of
time."
from face of Bennett Cerf,
Pentagon has created a special The overseas gap between the forces stopped it," he said. So Craig Parker and Laura Hutfamed publisher, humorist
they did not call the tax on food chens Parkers.
and TV panelist, in this medical office to deal with drug .U.S. dollar and foreign curren- an injustice
in 1966-but they say The deceased is survived by his
and alcohol abuse within the cies continued to narrow as the
photo. He died in New
it is now at vote-getting time. A wife, Mrs. Bernon C. Parker of
military,
and
will
appoint
a
ne:iir
administratio
n
hoped
it
York at the age of 73.
would
deputy assistant defense secre- when the President untied the voter does not have to be very Murray Route Three; two sisters,
.* I.
tary to head it.
dollar from its gold base. In smart to figure that one out." Mrs. Rupert(Ruble) Cohoon and
Previous efforts in the field New York the stock market Carroll, who lived in Murray as Mrs. Amon (Elizabeth) Owen,
a sixth and seventh grade both of Murray Route Six; one
ve been handled by Pentagon declined on profit taking.
.
•
schoolboy, spent most of the brother, Robus C. Parker of
ffanpower experts. Officials In other developments:
said
c. 7f.
hoped to better -Leaders of the 525,000- morning Monday at Murray State Harlan.
From The
approach the problem - with the member American Federation University. During the afternoon,
new special office.
of State, County and Municipa he toured the downtown area,
Employes raised the possibility visited the offices in the courBy United Press International
of a "job action" if, its thouse and .went to the Tappan
•
WASHINGTON -The Nation% members are not exempted stove plant.
(Continued from Page it
al Transportation 'Safety Board
from or considered separately He left after the courthouse
• .•
recommending stricter stanwhere the wage freeze is meeting to fly to Lexington to is Lowell Palmer, County
dards for youthful drivers:
.•
•
concerned. A union official campaign Tuesday in Fayette Executive rector.
••••;‘,:f",-0• "‘"
"Driving and riding with
•
declined to define the term "job and Bourbon counties in Centre " tiverilirect°all
offices
and
• "
other young drivers constitute
action" but said strikes were Kentucky.
throughout the nation, will
Carroll was introduced by
the greatest hazard to survival
•• ;at
•
•
one form of such action.
function as information centers
which American youth must
41.
-The Boston Police Patrol Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis.
locations outside of highly
- '‘
• •
• •
all
In
•
•/,
pass successfully to reach
man's Association filed suit in Z.C.Ent:, Democratic county urbanized areas," Mr. Hall said.
4
•••
-t.
•
7
campaign
adulthood."
co-chairman for the "Neither will interpretations or
U.S. District Court asking that
the wage freeze be ruled November election, presided guesses be made by ASCS county
‘
• 111
SACRAMENTO, Calif. -The
.
„ •
unconstitutional. The sui during the meeting and an- office people. They will answer
California Supreme Court in
•
41
•
claimed polite wage negotia nounced these campaign ap- only those questions for which
:
•••
•
r- •!'". - ruling that local property taxes
•
bons with the city had been pointments:
• •
•
they have been supplied answers. •-p. • ••...;
•. e• • . •
Carl
to support schools discriminates
D.
Stout
as
a
county U they don't know the answer to a
broken off because at the
. • ••• 4
•
•. •/ • $
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•
campaign co-chairman.
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question,
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sell It With A Classified Ad

FOR SA LE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning ONE ELECTRIC typewriter, one
41 IN MI
1E1 MN
repairing. Jetton & Dyer Piano flute, come by and see at 1507
Sales & Service, Cuba Road, main.
S2C
Mayfield. Evening and Saturday
phone 247-8522.
TFC GOOD USED Westinghouse
refrigerator. Excellent running
10'ir.50' LIBERTY two bedroom condition. Phone 753-4553.
sn„
trailer,furnished. Ready to move
HU BLOCK
Poplar St., Murray, 753 6751
into. Located at Shady Oaks
14'STARCRAFT fishing boat and
Send me free miorreabon about row
Trailer Court. Phone 767trailer, like new. $125.00. Phone
Income Tax Course
A31C
2751.
6
492-8777.
S7P

WANT TO BUY

logs and
UPSTAIRS FURNISHED HOUSE FOR rent. Phone 492- WANT TO BUY;
ITC standing timber. Also have for
apartment All utilities, near 8622.
sale lumber and sawdust.
SIP
University. Call 753-6278.
TO BOYS
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
TFC
LARGE PRIVATE room for rent. TO BOYS, girls; apartment on N Phone 753-4147.
S1NC 12th. Mobile Homes 2 miles ou
Call 753-1387.
on.94. We have what you want
S2C
WANT TO BUY
APARTMENT,FURNISHED for Apply at 207N. 12th.
girls or married couple. One
block from university. Two girls
APARTMENT
$400 per semester. Three girls 2-BEDROOM
unfurnished
on
Elm Street.
John
0.
$450.
Four
girls
$500.
Address
Pasco,Jr. Phone 753-7278.
SIC Married couple, no children.
COPPERTONE
COUCH,$25.00; Recliner, $20.00;
Crty
with
Phone 436-2326.
SIC
State
Iv
Chair,$5.00; end table and coffee
Phone
table, $7.00; 8'x11' Braided Rug,
ROOMS FOR rent, girls, with
ROOMS WITH kitchen facilities
$15.00. Phone 753-9722 after 5:00
MI 10 cooking facilities. 1624 Hamilton. for college
and
boys, near University.
p.m.
Phone 753-3402.
S4C
S2C
For more information call 753TWO BEDROOM house in 11151 or may be seen at 1705
1971 FRIGIDAIRE washer, 18 lb.
Phone 753-5108
2 Poplar St., Murray, 753 6251
SIC
Used 2 Months
Panorama Shores, completely Keenland Drive.
capacity tub. Used 6 months.
furnished; carpeted basement.
$175.00. Phone 753-2999 between
air-conditioned. FURNISHED GARAGE apart- WANT TO BUY horse or cattle
Heat and
7:00and 9:00p.m.
S2C
Couples only. Available from ment. Phone 753-4378.
sze trailer. Contact Lynn Parker,
A31C
'Phone 753-5108
753-5316.
August 30 through May 30. Phone
40 WEANING Pigs. Phone 492THREE
BEDROOM
brick house
753-8846.
SW
E371 or 753-7217.
S2C
on black topped road near WANT TO BUY ; set of good used
NEW SOLID Maple 4 poster bed,
HOUSE FOR 3 to 6 college boys. Puryear. Can be partly furnished. bunk beds. Phone 753-7546. S2C
complete with box springs and CHICKENS, FANCY and old
For
more information contact Includes dishwasher. $80.00 per
favorites,
fancy
ducks,
guineas,
foam rubber mattress. $85.(K)
landlord
at 320 Woodlawn. S2C month. Phone 753-1340, extension WANT TO BUY; used boy's'and
large
selection,
young
and
old.
complete. Four 900 15x15 white
41 unti15:00 p.m.
S2C girl's 26" bicycle, in good conHubert
Alexander,
phone
wall tires, $20.00. Phone 753dition. Phone 435-4238 after 5:30
Sedalia,322-8563,long distanFURNISHED HOUSE for 4 boys
2700.
S3C
ITC
ce.
or 4 girls. Call Tom Alexander , MOBILE HOME on Kentucky p.m.
821'
753-3827 or 753-1713.
S7C Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
THIRTEEN WEANING pigs. BEAGI ;
Panorama
Shores.
Two LOTS WANTED;- Recently we
DRINK machine;
Phone 436-2113.
A31C sewing machine; beauty shop WE ARE ready now to deliver
NICE FURNISHED apartments bedrooms. 15'x15' living room, ran an ad to buy commercial lots
take your order for six vein
equipment Phone 437-4252 after stoker or four by seven lump near campus, reasonable and separate dining room, kitchen, and we found and bought two
RESTAURANT HOT Point 5:00p.m.
S2P coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice & with bath. Also sleeping rooms central electric heat and air- excellent sites. I need additional
electric grill. Hot Point electric
for college boys. Please call, we conditioning. All new
ap- commercial lots preferrably in
grill, model 101, 14"x15" A-1, IF-SPEDEZA HAY in the field. Coal Service,408 South 4th
may have what you need. Day, pliances including washer. On West and South side of Murray or
Street.
Sept.11C 75341365,night 753-2891.
05.00. 250 lb. G.E. ice machine, Phone Hurt & Hurt
TFC private lot. Phone 436-5571. TFC service stations that are now
Farms,
good condition. $300.00. Phone
completed. Owners please reply
Kirksey, Kentucky,489-2691. S7C ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser783-2700.
S3C
giving location, size, and price,
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT
for
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. TWO BEDROOM trailer, ten
Box 927, Paducah, Kentucky
-AXLE EQUIPPED trailer,
college
girls.
1626112
Hamilton
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- miles from Murray. Private lot.
42001.
87120', 60'x16 tarpaulin. Sears SIX REFINISHED antique Oak
TFC Two students or coup Ave. Phone 436-5479 after 6:00
mington,Kentucky.
753chairs.
Phone
room
dining
Wringer washer, like new. Phone
p.m.
S4C
S2C
preferred. Also 60x100 lot for
WANT TO BUY entire stores of
A31P 5583.
435-4481 or 4354483.
trailer with access to lake. Phone
or
merchandise
general
MODERN
ONE
bedroom,
furRUNABOUT,
ALUMINUM
ONE YEAR old Setter Bird Dog.
753-4776.
SIC
department such as hardware,
nished
apartment,
well
located.
IP. motor, tilt, trailer, $450.00. Female, had all shots. $50.00. See
Couples or graduate student. notions, groceries, etc. Must be
sir at 1651 Ryan Avenue after 6:00
753-8964.
ROOMS FOR girls. Private or Phone 753-1299.
tiM
SIP priced to sell for cash. Give
521'
double; refrigerator; central
details in letter to Broker, Box
VVIVVVIr Pm.
heat and air; private entrance.
927,Paducah,Kentucky
SLEEPING
morn
for
PRIVATE
TOMATOES: GREEN Beans and
500' from campus. Phone 753THE
SW
mature person. Quiet at- 42001.
RENT A BAND
1TC
corn.Phone 753-6354.
6079.
S1C mosphere. 2 blocks from
INSTRUMENT
University. Phone 753-2672. SIC WANT TO BUY a used rotor for
USED FURNITURE; desk,
FURNISHED FOUR room cabin,
TV antenna. Phone 753-1871. A31C
at
sleeper
sofa,
chairs,
springs
and
12 miles from Murray on BoatThe Slim Jim
mattress. Phone 753-4077 after
FOR SALE OR TRADE
wright Road.If married and have
HELP WANTED
Combination-11.25
4:30p.m.
S2C
reference contact Tony Shuffk,
GTO, power steering,
1968
Center
in the Dixieland
at the
WANTED
304 Moore St., Sikeston, Mo.,'HOMEWORKERS
brakes, and vinyl roof. Good
part-time,
full-time
work
at
home
1970-12'x60' MOBILE Home.
63801. Phone 314-471-1847 after
condition. Financing available.
Phone 753-9502.
S2C OVERWEIGHT?? The only safe 5:00p.m.
SIC mailing am.circulars. For details Phone 753-1222.
SW
rush self-addressed, stamped
way to lose weight and inches
PENTA TREATED lumber. fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962. TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10'x55', tvivelope and 35c to US En• TRAILER 10'x52'. Number 80, Resistant to rot and termites. Weight loss guaranteed.
S30C electric
heat and air- terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7
yfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. See Ideal for boat docks and any
conditioning. Three miles from
weather exposed uses. Murray GARAGE SALE, Thursday and Murray. Phone 753-7856 or 753,Jack Norsworthy or call 489A31C Lumber Co., Maple Street, Friday,September 2 and 3 at 301 2583.
'11691.
SIC MOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR
mods a mechanic. Please apply
Murray,Kentucky.
1TC South 6th Street. Lots of nice
TFC
*person.
Ill'SELF Contained camping
TWO
BEDROOM
duplex
with
quilts,
lamps,
dishes,
clothes,
trailer with
lots of extras. CORONET PING-Pong table; bedspreads,etc.
S2C central heat and air, fully car
SIP couch; Cub Scout uniform, size 8.
11495.00 Phone 436-2475.
peted with outlets for washer and ANTED: DAYTIME car
. Apply in person, K-N
Phone 753-5920.
S2C FOR ALL your coal needs call dryer. Close to University. Phone
S2C
Beer Drive Inn, 4th And
FURE BRED Charolias bull, son
or write Edward Ipock, 812 753-9741.
&lc For the first time in its history,
of Pecos, 15 months old. Phone 1962 VOLKSWAGEN. Also have Givans Street, erovidence,
Murray State University will
A31C some young Gerbles for sale. Kentucky.Phone 667-2088. S7P 10'x55 TWO bedroom trailer.
753-1911.
offer two evening classes in
Phone 489-2651.
SIC
cknditioned, water and sewers n.
and mathematics this fall.
furnished. $85.00 per month. WANTED: BOYS, part time
TWO JOHN Deere combines-45,
The courses, according to Dr.
SALA
FOR
Long
ESTATE
person,
REAL
Apply
in
Couple or no more than 3 boys. full time.
good condition with pick up reels
Harold Robertson, chairman of
TFC
John
Silver's.
Bicycle
in
real
good
26"
BOY'S
and choppers, one corn header.
SMALL FARM; good location: Phone 753-5617 or 753-1257. A31
the mathmatics department at
1,hri 'Wood, 2 miles East of Tri- condition.$25.00.Phone 753business or future investment
Murray State are:
SIC One mile East Murray, ap- TRAILER SPACES near Ken- AN OR WOMAN to sell
A31C 7546.
City, Highway 94.
Products.
Household
Rawleigh
Highway
tucky
off
Lake, located
pasture.
i
s
Mathematics 517 (Finite
proximately 10 acr)
SERVICES OFFERED
make $3 and up an hour-part Processes): To be taught by Dr.
550 BALES Red Clover Hay
Hog wire fencing, staples, water. 444 near New Concord. All
A31C
Phone 498-8781.
each Monday
Cozy older 7 room h e, modern. utilities in. Phone 436-2197. SIC or full time. Write giving phone Grady Cantrell
FOR YOUR BLOCK AND
to Ray Harris, Rawleigh from 6 until9 p.m. in Room 309of
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION For appointment call 753., Freeport, Ill., or phone 815- Faculty Hal, beginning SepTFC TWO BEDROOM trailer, electric
LIKE NEW power edger; bicycle
4147
S2C tember 13. This course is
CALL
heat and air-conditioned. Private
161.
type exerciser. Phone 4987'53-6311.
SIC
lot.
No
pets.
Phone
A31C
8761.
designed as an elective third
Bynum Construction
LOT, 105'x160' in Sherwood
course
for
prospective
Forrest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00 ROOMS FOR girls. Private
•AUTOS FOR SALE
elementary level teachers and as
BRACE YOURSELF for a thrill DALE BYNUM-BOB GRACE p.m.
TFC entrance, central air and heat,
a refresher course for "inthe first time you use Blue Lustre
carpet. Cooking privileges. 1969 FORD Galaxie 500, 4 door
rvice" elementary teachers,
Masonry Contractors
SPLIT LEVEL home in
vinyl
roof.
to clean rugs. Rent electric
automatic,
Phone 753-2377.
SIP sedan. V8
S4C
Panorama
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
Shored.
Four
Excellent condition. Phone 753- Dr. Robertson said.
PHONE 753-8368 or 492-4186 bedrooms all carpeted; den with
5573 between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
A31C It also will be beneficial to
TESTED and approved by Bethel Road - Murray, Ky. fire-place; one block from water. apartment,all electric. $30.00 per p.m.
teachers who already have a
Large lot. Priced reasonable.
millions of homemakers. Blue
month. On the Lake, large house
degree in secondary education,
Lustre carpet clearer is tops. FROFESSTONAL, EX- Shown by appointment only. trailer, air-conditioned, 1966 CHEVELLE 396 SS,4 speed,
but who wish to obtain a teacher
Phone
436-4830.
SIC
Headers,
Western Auto, Home of 'The PERIENCED painter, will work
automatic washer. Phone 436- big block,128cam,M-T
certificate at the elementary
Mags.
New
tires.
Sharp.
M-T
SIC
Wishing Well".
A31C
contract jobs on hourl basis TWO BEDROOM cabin home on 2427.
SIP level, he added.
Phone 436-2277.
has own equipment.Call 489Mathematics 632 (Foundations
Blood
FtivEr;
2
acres
with
water
MATCHED SET, Frigidarire
Se t.7C frontage. Phone 436-5683. A31C FURNItoffEffir"EFFICIENCY
of Analysis): To be taught by Dr.
washer and dryer, like new.
apartment, air-conditined. ,65 DODGE 2 DOOR. Real good Harvey Elder each Tuesday from
Phone 753-1565 Or 753-1831 from
HOUSE WITH 2 acres of land, Private bath and entrance. Near running
4" Plastic Wells
shape.Call before noon 6 until 9 jp.M. in Room 308 of
SIC
8:00 a.m. till 8:00p.m.
$6500.00. Also 8 acres of land with University. Phone 753-2672. A31C
all, beginning SepA YLOR WELL
or after 6:00 p.m.753-6690. S1C Faculty
deep well and new pump,electric
tember 7. This course is designed
DRILLING
AUTOMATIC WASHER, good
service pole hooked up. Fenced FURNISHED OR unfurnished
*
for secondary level mathematics
SIC
Phooe Puryear, Tenn.
• condition. Phone 753-8750.
with hog wire. Price $5500.00. two bedroom apartment, wall to 1965 FORD CUSTOM,8 cylinder teachers and offers credit toward
247-5556
Phone 753-8414 or 436-2458. S2C wall carpet, central air- Good condition. $450.00. Phone the M.A.T. degree in
Complete Well
S2C mathematics, Dr. Robertson
conditioning. Good location. 7534806.
20,000 BTU FEDDERS air
'
Service
TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen, Phone 753-4331.
'A31C
conditioner. Phone 4924462. SIC
,
noted, as well as the master's
,
1968 DODGE Coronet, RT, Black degree in education with emden, living room, bath. Range
753Phone
chairs.
DESKS AND
outside,white interior. MT Mags
and refrigerator included. All
on mathematics.
SIC WILL DO trash hauling, new carpet. Large lot with out- THitEE BEDROOM furnished Stm Tech.Phone 753-6358. S7P phasis
4809,or see at 906 N. 16th .
trailer, one mile from city limits.
side storage. Call Gene Landolt Phohe 753-5811.
reasonable rates. Phone 753S2C
It does not offer credit toward
A3IC at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00
6130.
master of arts or master of
the
p.m.
TFC ROOMS FOR boys, private enscience degrees in mathematics,
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
trance with kitchen. $35.00
he went on to say.
All work guaranteed. Free pickmonth.Phone 753-6638.
Both courses will be taught for
up and delivery. Free estimate.
15
YOUR CHOICE
weeks during the fall semester
Jerry
Antique or natural finish.
and each carries three semester
S3OP
753-3045.
McCoy,
$100 each
FOUR BEDROOM house with
hours of credit.
•••,
WILL DO baby-sitting In you'
full basement,9th and Sycamore.
days
week
home Or mine on
Registration for evening and
$100 per month. Phone 753M'urray
References furnished. Phone 753
Saturday classes at
S2C
3018.
7572.
State is scheduled for Saturday,
September 4, in the ballroom of
TWO CAR clean-up shop with air
Dixieland Shopping
SEFIIC TANK cleaning, back
the Student Union Beikling,
compresser,
furnace.
$80.00
per
Center
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753beginning at 8 a.m.
753-3018.
SIC
month.
Phone
Sept.2C
5931.

;mail
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Good Used
REFRIGERATOR

STOVE

7

Freezing
Compartment

REFRIGERATOR

L3LOCL

Reasonable

will send you
free information
on how you can

EARN BIG
MONEY IN
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

sum Jim
SANDWICH-70'

OIN THE FUN!
JOIN THE
BAND!

Leach's Music & 111

TRIANGLE

•A -Allk•AA

Night Math
Classes Are
Scheduled

OVER 100

LPs

Call
753-1916

Women's Lib
slowed in Spain
By MARGOT DICK
Copley News Service

husbands feel that if their
wives work it is a reflection on
them as breadwinners. They
like us at home, under their
thumbs."
Lourdes is pretty and animated. She could probably talk
her husband into almost anything she wants.
"But that isn't the point," she
says. -We need rights, not
privileges. Most Spanish men
have a positively Moorish outlook on women. I don't think
they'll change for a long time.
Maybe our grandchildren will
get a better break.

MADRID - "Does anybody
dig Women's Lib in Spain?'
you ask your old school chturf
who married a Spanish boy
from Madrid 20 years ago.
"We dig it, all right, but it
doesn't get us anywhere," she
said.
Jane is still a blonde. She
wears her hair long and
straight, in the approved manner. Her new outfit is a pantsuit
of limeprepe, with pink on the
shouldets and down the front. A
stunning gal, still.
Are you still in love with
Jaime?'
"Very, but on his terms. By
the way, when we meet to go
nightclubbing tonight, remind
your husband not to ask me to
dance,"
"For heaven's sake, why
not?"
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The State
"Jaime. He doesn't like it."
"I can't believe it. Are all Parks Department will again
Spanish husbands like that?" )ffer their famous vacation
"Lots,of them. Listen, it's en- )ackage plan for off-season
tirely, different here. We have tourist
travel, Parks Comthe missioner S. W. Palmer-Ball has
something
called
Napolenoic Code. For women, innounced.
it means you can't own propThe special plan, in effect from
erty, open a checking account,, iept.6 through March 31,(except
take the children on a vacation Dec. 22-26) allows one price to be
out of the country, or take a job Jiarged covering a lodge room
without your husband's consent- 'or two nights, and all meals
S-r-_ in writing. And that's only from evening dinner on the day or
part-4dti
arrival, through lunch the third
"Aoly
."
To a traveling American it's
Cost of the package plan is $31
hard to believe that Spanish
of $55 plus tax for
women who wear hotpants, ilus tax for one
12
and under are
two.
Children
slacks and tight sweaters or
pantsuits, and talk with com- $8.20 each plus tax when acplete freedom about sex, the companied by adults. Two or
pill or Women's lib, are not as more plans can be taken in
freeastheir American coun- succession either at the same
park or at different parks.
terparts.
The list of resort parks open
-How's Julie?" you vk
Jane. Julie is another Amer- throughout the year has been
ican who married a Spaniard. expanded from eight to ten, with
"Awful. You know what she Barren River State Resort Park
wants to do? Take the kids to iiA Barren County and Greenbo
the United States to see her Lake Resort Park in Greenup
mother, and never come back. County joining the list.
Other parks participating in
She wants to divorce Carlos
there."
the special rate package are
"Why not here?"
Kentucky Dam Village, Lake
"Against the law. General- Barkley, General Butler, Lake
issimo Francisco Franco Cumberland, Ctunberland Falls,
abolished divorce, you know. Natural Bridge, Carter Caves,
The republic legalized it before and Agility Wiley., All parks
the &id war but Franco wiped will have special planned acit off the books.tivity programs daily, including
"Will Carlos let her go?"
indoor and outdoor recreation as
"She is being very nice to suitable.
him, lulling him into feeling seReservations to any state park
cure about signing the papers can be made by phone, toll-free
that allow her to travel with the anywhere from Kentucky or
children."
surrounding states. The special
"That's not very nice."
number for Kentucky residents is
No, but otherwise she'd 1-800-372-2981. For persons living
never get away except by leavoutside Kennicky, the number is
ing her children forever."
1-800-626-2911.
Mrs. Lourdes Cavanna de
Literature is available by
Quijano is a Spanish girl who
writing
TRAVEL,Department of
seems completely liberated but she doesn't think so. She Public Information, Frankfort,
has a fine job as executive as- Kentucky. 40601.
sistant to an American executive in Madrid. At 47, she has a DUFFAT WINS RACE
daughter,21,another daughter,
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. (UPI)
11, and a grandchild, 3.
-France's Mrcel Duffat won
"But," she says, "it took me the fourth of six races in the
a month of begging to get, my 16th annual World 505 Yachting
husband to dlow me to come Championships Sunday. Heavy
back to work,after the children winds forced 20 of the 78
were in school.
entrants out of action during
"I love my job; it makes me the 12-mile test.
feel like a -person. But Most

Parks Offer
Package For
Vacationers

_

2

got14. 0

LEACH'S
Music 8 TV
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A LOAD OFF HIS HEART-:Two weeks after refeiving a
6-inch partial mechanical pump to ease the load on his
ailing heart, Haskell Shanks enjoys A half-hwr of sunshine with his wife Minnie (right) and nurhe Roberta
• 4teison'otttside Sinai Hospital in Detroit. He is 63.
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play, a personal foul is called
on the defensive team. Pass
resulted in touchdown. Would
the offensive team have to
refuse the touchdown in order
to penalize the defensive team?
a. Yes. b. No.

How well do you know
your NFL rulebook?
Copley News Service
Sportswriters may not know
is much about professional
foot ball rules as they think they
Jo, said Mark Duncan,
supemsor of officials for the
National Football League. At
least, not as much as the
players.
Duncan has tested both
players and writers on basic
rules of the game, and the
writers came out second best.
It might help the fans as well to
watch football more closely if
they had the same knowledge.
Duncan's quiz is 28 questions.
-If you know these," he judged,
"you'll have a good idea of
what football is about. They're
really very simple."
Here is the:test:
1. When does the clock start
on the opening kickoff?
a. After the ball has traveled
10 yards. b. When receiver
touches ball. c. On official's
signal. d.
•••
2. Following change of
possession, when does the clock
start?
a. On the snap. b. Official's
signal. c. When captain tells
official he is ready. d.3. After the two-minute
warning, when does the clock
start on a kickoff?
a. When kicker's foot meets
the ball. b. On official's signal.
c. When captain tells official he
is ready. d.4. Can a team "buy" a fourth
time-out for a penalty prior to
the last two minutes of either
half?
a. Yes. b. No. c. If team
requesting time-out is ahead.
5. During last two minutes of
game, team in possession is
oehind in the score and has
ghausted its legal time-outs.
inder what conditions can the
fficial grant them a time-out?
Write in answer.
6. Foul by defense on last
play of half or game. Will the
down be replayed if penalty is
accepted?
a. Yes. b. No. r
7. Foul by offense on last play
of half or game. Will down be
replayed if penalty is ac(seated?
a. Yes. b. No.

8. How far must ball be
kicked on a free kick to become
a legal kick?
Write in answer.
9. A free kick is a free ball.
a. Yes. b. No. c.10. The offensive team must
have a riummum of -men on
the line of scrimmage.
11. Only one forward pass
may be thrown on the same
play unless the first pass is
behind the line of scrimmage.
a. True. b. False. c.12. A player may push an
opponent with his handsif he is
attempting to recover a loose
ball.
a. True. b. False.
13. If a pass is caught
simultaneously by two eligible
opposing players, ball is
awarded to:
a. Passing team. b. Defensive team. c. Down replayed.
14. Forward pass is slightly
deflected by a defensive
lineman on line of scrimmage
and is intercepted downfield by
a defensive man who pushed
the receiver out of the way.
Where should the foul be enforced from?
a. Line of.scrimmage. b. Spot
of interference. c.15. When can ineligible
receivers.go dovrnfield?
a. On the snap. b. When ball
leaves passer's hand. c. After
the ball has been caught. d.
Never.
16. Any punt or attempted
field goal that touches the
receiver's goalpost is:
a. Dead. b. Alive until
pocsPsslon is established.
17. Punting team may never
advance its own kick even
though legal recovery was
made.
a. True. b. False.
18. A member of the punting
team cannot down the ball on or
inside opponent's five-yard
line.
a. True. b. False.
19. Safety man makes valid
fair-catch signal but does not
make an attempt to catch punt.
Should the penalty be unsportsmanlike conduct or a foul
during a loose ball?
a. Unsportsman like conduct.
b. Foul during a loose ball. c.

Goodbye, Old Linotype!

ANSWERS
1 - d (When kicker touches
ball ). 2 - b. 3 - c. 4.- Yes
intentional time-out with fiveyard penalty). 5 - Injured
player: player must be
removed and if score is tied or
team in possession of ball is
behind, 10 seconds will be run
off on clock before ball is
snapped again. 6- a. 7 - b. 8
- 10 yards or touched by
recovering team.9- Yes. 10Seven. 11- b. 12-a. 13-a. 11
-c Legal play, no foul). 15b. 16-a. 17-a. 18- b. 19-c.
20- di Three-yard line). 21 b. 22-c. 23-a. 24- a. 25-b.
26 - c. 27 - Perform any act
common to the game (advance
or try to advance a 1. 28 - No.

Not a foul unless safety man
blocks.
20. Offensive team attempts
long forward pass. Defensive
player intercepts the ball on his
line.
three-yard
own
Momentum of the interception
carries him into his own end
zone, where he drops the ball.
You are official. Where should
you next put the ball in play?
a. Twenty-yard line. b. Oneyard line. c. Award a safety. d.
21. Safety man signals for a
fair catch on his own four-yard
line, muffs ball and ball rolls
into his end zone. Kicking team
recovers ball in end zone.
Would you rule:
a. Touchdown. b. Touchback.
22. Same play as above.
However, after muffing the
ball, the safety man accidentally kicks the ball on his
one-yard line into the end zone,
where he recovers the ball.
Ruling?
a. Touchback. b. Penalize
from spot of kicking (half the
distance). c. Award a safety. d.

Commissioner
Miller
on
Kentucky
Agriculture

23. All fouls made by the
defensive team with five minor
exceptions automatically
result in awarding the offensive
team a first down.
a. True. b. False.
24. After making fair catch,
the team making the fair catch
may put the ball in play by a
free kick if they so desire.
a. True. b. False.
25. A lateral pass which
strikes ground and is recovered
by opponents may be advanced.
a. True. b. False.
26. Fourth and five on opponents' 11-yard line. Fullback
drives over his own right tackle
to opponents' seven-yard line,
where he fumbles. Teammate
recovers on four-yard line and
runs for touchdown. How would
you rule?
a. Touchdown. b. Opponents'
ball on four-yard line. c. Opponents' ball on seven-yard
line. d.27. A player is in possession
when he has held the ball long
enough to -.
22. During a forward-pass

by J. Robert (Bob) Miler

1971
International
The
Livestock Show to be held in
Chicago November 26 through
December 1, will have special
meaning for Kentucky"
Henry Besuden, a wellknown
Clark County livestock breeder
and farmer, will be honored by
having his portrait hung in the
Saddle and Sirloin Club. He will
be the first Kentuckian and one of
only five or six sheepmen to have
ever been so honored.
According to Eugene Megli,
Clark County Extension Agent,
the portrait pmentation will be
at 6:00 pin. on November 28, in
Founders Hall at the Union
Stockyards in Chicago. Megli
also noted that plans are being
made for the 1972 International.
Although sheep numbers on
Kentucky farms have dec
during the past two decades,
Kentucky has a notable history in
sheep production. Kentucky
spring lambs are a popular food
item, particularly in some of the
East Coast states.
'Through the years Besuden has
carried on the State's fine
tradition of top quality sheep and
lambs. In addition to being a
nationally known breeder, he is
also widely known for the show
animals he produces. The honor
which he is to receive at Chicago
is well deafrvecl and is also an
honor for Kentucky's total
livestock industry.

Herr Mergenthaler's Marvelous Machine
Comes, At Last, to End of Long Road!

By GROVE* IIRINKMAN
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
ANYONE who has ever visited a !newspaper, magazine or
book 'publishing plant knows
what a linotype is. In fact, the
sight of a Linotype is about as
familiar to Americans as the
Detroit - produced
automobile.
But now this famous type C3Mposing machine is bowing out
of the picture.
The transition won't come
overnight, but it is inevitable.
As television has hurt the
movies, so will offset Printing
take over the hot metal composing machines. The 'offset
printing processes need no hot
type, or the complicated, expensive machines that produced
it.
By any logic, looking at the
complex machine, one's first
surmise would be that it could
not work. It had all the gimmicks of a Rube Goldberg car- A woman operator sets some type
on H•rr Morgenthaler's machine.

•

And their forerunners didn't
work!
• • •
THE first crude typesetting
machine WWI developed RS far
back as 1775. A hundred years
later there was still no workable typesetting machine, with
hundreds of inventors working
desperately on the idea
At least 125 inventors .ought
patents for mechanized typesetters in the United States.
Even the author, Mark Twain.
sank more than $100,000 of his
literary profits into an unsuccessful machine
There were so many patent
drawings submitted that examiners sat for years. pouring over
the complex submissions According to the National Geographic Society, at least one of
r
them lost his sanity.
•

•

•

THEN in 18R4, a (;erman, Otto Mergenthaler, announced to
the world that he had the probtem of mechanical typesetting
licked. Two years later an improved model of the machine
he invented was installed in the
comp:wing room of the New
York Tribune, and a printing
revolution, as great as that
started by Gutenberg five centuries earlier, was under way.
Daily and weekly newspapers
all over the world installed the
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I would also note that Meghis
sheep superintendent for the
unicago International Livestock
Show. This is also indicative, I
feet of the role that Kentucky
plays in sheep production.
sneep production.
No doubt a greater number afr
Kentuckians will be attending the
International this year as has
been the case in the past. Additional information will be
supplied as the time for the
events draws near.

BURNING THEIR HOMES BEHIND THEM-A Protestant family waving t h e Union
Jack and the Ulster flag motors away from Farrington Gardens in Belfast, Northern Ireland, their home afire behind them. Farrington Gardens is a Protestant
enclave in the Roman Catholic Ardoyne District, and the Protestants who evacuated set their homes afire rather than leave them to the Catholics. A score of persons have been killed in the current outbreak of violence.

Makarios plays Soviet
military assistance ace
By VICTOR P. WALKER
Copley News Service
ATHENS - A clear indication by Archbishop Makarios of
Cyprus that under certain circumstanCeS he would be prepared to accept Russian military assistance is viewed
among observers here as introducing a dangerous new element into the long-simmering
Cyprus crisis.
The nod in the direction of
Russia came during an interview given by President
Makarios to a Salonika news-,
paper Asked his attitude toward an
eventual offer of Soviet military aid should a threat develop
to the continued. independence
of his island republic, the archbishop replied that "for the salvation of Cyprus, I would accept aid coming from anywhere at all, of any kind at all,
and us to any extent."

Makarios declined to answer
a second question - whether he
would rule out the use of Cypriot ports by Soviet naval
units operating in the Mediterranean.
For all that it isregarded as a
:threat not likely to be realized,
the fact that the statement was
made at all is viewed here as a
dramatic illustration of the extent to which the Cyprus
volcano is building up toward a
new eruption.
In theory, the archbishop
may be able to call on the Russians for more than the diplo;
matic backing he already receives. Soviet policy is firmly
in support of the continued independence of Cyprus-a nonaligned country lying -off the
coasts of North Atlantic Treaty
Organization members Greece
and Turkey - and the forms
which assistance could take are
believed to have been discussed
with Kremlin leaders during

the archbishop's recent weeklong visit to the Soviet Union.
However, there are considerable doubts here whether
Makarios himself would finally
risk such an invitation and also,
if he did, whether the Russians
in turn would risk a possible
Cuba-style confrontation with
the West over Cyprus, where
Britain has sovereign bases by
virtue of the agreements by
which the island gained its independence and where the interests of NATO members
Greece and Turkey are directly
involved)at a time when the
Kremlin can find easier pickings in other parts of the Mediterranean.
On the other hand, the fact
that the archbishop found it
expedient to play a Kremlin
card at this stage of the game is
indicative of the gravity of the
approaching crisis on Cyprus,
which Makarios himself says
he expects to break -soon."

The tortuous problem of Cyprus hinges on establishment of
a workable relationship between the four-fifths Greek mapray and the one-fifth Turkish
minority, and has three times
brought Greece and Turkey to
the verge of war.
Since the last war scare. in
December, 1967, representatives of the two communities
have been attempting to hammer out a solution through
negotiation. These so-called
"intercommunal talks" are
now clearly foundering, with
little hope of a last-minute
breakthrough and no agreement on the next move.
In the archbishop's view, the
Turks are demanding a degree
of local autonomy tantamount
to partition and likely to result,
if granted, in an eventual
physical division of the island.
Makarios is planning a new
recourse to the United Nations,
based on maintenance of the
present status of the island as
an independent and unified republic.
Greece and Turkey have
agreed to discuss Cyprus between them in September, if
the deadlock on the intercommunal talks has not been
broken by then. Makarios opposes any talks in the absence
of the Cypriots.
Turkey is known to favor a
new five-party conference
similar to that which agreed
the original independence of
the island, and again grouping
representatives of the two communities and of Greece, Turkey
and Britain as guarantor
powers. Makarios has categorically refused to take part in
such a meeting, clearly anticipating that ar best he would
find himself outvoted three to
two.
Meanwhile, there are persistent reports, which survive
equally persistent denials, that
Washington is hawking its own
plan, probably a revival of the
old "Acheson Plan" that involved partition of the island
and was originally rejected by
Makarios and Athens.
Significantly, TurkishCypriot leader Raof Denktash,
in a statement to Turkish newsmen, recently described partition and double enosis - the
Greek part of the island uniting
with Greece and Turkish part
with Turkey - as the -onli
solution in present circumstances."

Ihou w nt
the best
underwear...'
B.V.D.insists
youpayless
or it.
I

FLIGHT RESEARCH

WASHINGTON -Borrowing
from the Apollo technology,
h. NASA will soon begin flight
type. Hence its demise. That's research to demonstrate that
one of the laws of American aircraft of the future can be
economics.
flown by an electronic control
• • •
system like Apollo's.

machines, and threw out their
type cases. Within years some of
the
metropolitan
composing
rooms had as many as 50 machines in their Linotype batTHE EXISTING Linotypes in
teries; one machine could set hundreds of composing rooms,
Lui much type as 10* or more large and small, are not headed
hand compositors. And there was for the junk pile in the throne;
no work of redistribution of the diate future, however, because
type to its particulars case after the mechanical transition of an
use. The Linotype, slugs I really'. Industry is a slow, costly proa line of type were simply re: cess.
melted and the m}tal used again
Herr
Mergenthaler's Linoand again
types were sturdy machines.
A
•
•
They didn't wear out easily. So
NOW the reign of Otto Mer- machines 20 to :Wyeara of age
genilhaler's marvelous Linotype are still busily composing type
mactiine bearing his name is on many newspaper floors, and
coming to an end. No more are will continue to do so for years
to be produced stateside, accord- to come, especially in the small
ing to an announcement by the shops of rural America.
company.
And don't forget the thous The development of computer. sands of weekly newspapers in
directedphotographic and elec- these same areas who as yet
tronic printing' equipment and can't afford offset, so will stick
the big swing to offset printing by their Linotype, and cylinder
has led to few and fewer orders presses for as long as the mafor the machine that once revo- chines will run.,
lutionized the printing and pubHowever, manufacturing of
lishing industry,
the machine itself has come to
Where a Linotype operator a positive end. And that, in a SHOlitirlITOPIS - Hoti..
could produce as Mlich type in nutshell. spells the end of an head back to school
un,
90 minutes against a day's time era.
6 cover. Here they're
for a handset compositor to
Many people in the graphic topped off- by a zip
-front
produce the same amount, now art, view its passing with sober
nic of blue cotton denim kr
the new computers can "set" reflection, remembering that a
type directly onto photographii• trade they learned.is outdated, Contrasting red sleeves
film three times faster than the, thanks to computers and elec- stand-u0 colilar match !be
shortiunderneath. The outmost skilled operator of a Lino- ironic,.
fit's by Cinderella.
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NO, IT'S NOT A MISPRINT'

NEW B.V.D. DURABLE FIT- FORTREL
POLYESTER AND COTTON UNDERWEAR
AT PRICES LOWER THAN 100% COTTON.
A perfect blend of cotton for comfort, and polyester for long life,
shape retention, and minimum shrinkage.

IT'S THE BEST UNDERWEAR YOU CAN BUY AT ANY
PRICE. WHY PAy MORE?

-_,...----k
9 - 9 Mon thru Sat
1 - 6 Sunday

Men's Athletic Shirts-Sizas S, M, L, XL ..
Men B riefs-Sizes 28-44
Men's Tee-Shirts-Sizes S, M, L, XL
Men's Boxer Sho'rte
(White or Asst. Colors)-Sizes'30-44

Phone: 753-8777 Acres of Free Parking ;

,

3 for $3.00
3 for $300
, . .3 for $3.25
3 for $3.75

